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ការដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុសុកលដោ�ទីីក្រុកងុឡូូខែែលន�ង

ក្រុបិក្រុ��តុតដោ�ដោ�ថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី២ ខែ�ែចិិិ្ឆិកា ។ កាខែសុតុខែ�ែរ

បុុិសុត� អាដោ�រកិសុហការជា�ួយ LTC សារ�័ត៌ុមាន 

Lowell Sun News និងការដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុក្រុកុងឡូូ
By Soben Ung  By Soben Ung  

Lowell general municipal elec-Lowell general municipal elec-
tion will be held on November 2nd. tion will be held on November 2nd. 
Khmer Post USA collaborated with Khmer Post USA collaborated with 
LTC, Lowell Sun News, and Lowell LTC, Lowell Sun News, and Lowell 
Votes to host a series of candidate fo-Votes to host a series of candidate fo-
rums from September 27 to October rums from September 27 to October 
14. City Council candidates were di-14. City Council candidates were di-
vided into groups of 6 candidates per vided into groups of 6 candidates per 
session. Questions were generated session. Questions were generated 
from the collaborative partners and from the collaborative partners and 
from the public.from the public.

Candidates present were: Candidates present were: District District 
1 (Pawtuckville) Incumbents:1 (Pawtuckville) Incumbents:  Rodney Rodney 
Elliott and Dan Rourke;Elliott and Dan Rourke;  District 2 District 2 
(Centralville) Candidates:(Centralville) Candidates:  Robert Robert 

Gignac and Corey Robinson;Gignac and Corey Robinson;  District District 
3 (Belvidere) Incumbents:3 (Belvidere) Incumbents:  Mayor Mayor 
John Leahy and Councilor Bill Sama-John Leahy and Councilor Bill Sama-
ras;ras; District 4 (Downtown, Back Cen- District 4 (Downtown, Back Cen-
tral, parts of Pawtuckville & Cen-tral, parts of Pawtuckville & Cen-
tralville) Candidates:tralville) Candidates:  Wayne, Jenness Wayne, Jenness 
and Ryan Rourke;and Ryan Rourke; District 5, (Sacred  District 5, (Sacred 
Heart, part of South Lowell and High-Heart, part of South Lowell and High-
land) Candidates:land) Candidates:  Kim Scott and Kim Scott and 
Tooch Van;Tooch Van; District 6, (Lower High- District 6, (Lower High-
land) Incumbent:land) Incumbent:  Sokhary Chau and Sokhary Chau and 
Candidate Justin Ford;Candidate Justin Ford; District 7,  District 7, 
(Acre) Candidates:(Acre) Candidates:  Ty Chum and Erik Ty Chum and Erik 
Gitscher;Gitscher; District 8 (Highland/part of  District 8 (Highland/part of 
Sacred Heart) Candidates:Sacred Heart) Candidates:  Dave Oul-Dave Oul-

តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី ០៤តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី ០៤

តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី០២តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី០២ Please seePlease see  /02/02

Photo caption: Candidates: Robert Gignac, Wayne Jenness, Incumbent John Photo caption: Candidates: Robert Gignac, Wayne Jenness, Incumbent John 
Leahy, and Corey Robinson; Ryan Rourke, Incumbent Bill Samaras.Leahy, and Corey Robinson; Ryan Rourke, Incumbent Bill Samaras.Please seePlease see  /04/04
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ដោ�យ៖ សុុបិិន អុ៊ឹ�ងដោ�យ៖ សុុបិិន អុ៊ឹ�ង
ភំ្នំ�ដោ�ញ - រ�ា ភិ្នំ�លក�ុុជា�នដោច្ឆិញ

ដោសុច្ឆិកតខីែ�ែងការណ៍៍�ួយដោ�ថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី២៩ ខែ�កញ្ញាា  
ឆំ្នាំ�២០២១ ថា ក្រុកុ�ហុុនក្រុទីីភា�ក្រុ�ុបិ�ន
ចាប់ិដោ�ត��ការសាងសុង់ដោ�ដោល�ដោកាះទីនាយ 

By Soben UngBy Soben Ung

Phnom Penh — The Cambodian Phnom Penh — The Cambodian 
Government released in a statement Government released in a statement 
on September 29, 2021 that Try Pheap on September 29, 2021 that Try Pheap 
Group has begun the construction on Group has begun the construction on 

ក្រុ�ុមហ៊ុុុន ក្រុ�ីភាពក្រុ�ុប ដែ�លក្រុ�ូវបានដា�់�ុ�ងបញ្ជីីីខ្មៅ�ៅ�
ខ្មៅដាយច្�បាប់ Global ManetskyGlobal Manetsky ��ួលបានសិិ�ិិអភិិវឌ្�ឍ
ខ្មៅ�ះ�ន�សាយខ្មៅ�ខ្មៅ��ដដែ�ប�ុ�ង�ម្លៃមៃ ១៣០ លាន�ុលាា�រ

Try Pheap Group — blacklisted by Global Try Pheap Group — blacklisted by Global 
Manetsky Act to develop Cambodia RabbitManetsky Act to develop Cambodia Rabbit  
Island, Kep Province for $130 MillionIsland, Kep Province for $130 Million

ខ្មៅសិច្�ីីសិខ្មៅងេបម្លៃនខ្មៅវ�ិ�ខ្មៅប�េជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវល
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Rabbit Island (Koh Tonsay), an in-Rabbit Island (Koh Tonsay), an in-
vestment project that is worth US vestment project that is worth US 
$130 million. $130 million. 

Vao Sokha, Deputy Governor of Vao Sokha, Deputy Governor of 
Kep Province said the development Kep Province said the development 
project on 140 hectares of the island project on 140 hectares of the island 
has a potential for tourism. “We have has a potential for tourism. “We have 
white beach around the island. This white beach around the island. This 

will contribute to attracting tourists to will contribute to attracting tourists to 
visit the island,” he said in a statement. visit the island,” he said in a statement. 

The Council for Development of The Council for Development of 
Cambodia permitted the investment Cambodia permitted the investment 
project in February 2019 to two com-project in February 2019 to two com-
panies that focus on building multiple panies that focus on building multiple 
resort investment such as five-star ho-resort investment such as five-star ho-
tels, residential zone, commercial tels, residential zone, commercial 
buildings, beach resorts, cable car, etc. buildings, beach resorts, cable car, etc. 
However, their licenses were revoked However, their licenses were revoked 
after the project failed to develop. after the project failed to develop. 

Try Pheap and his company Try Try Pheap and his company Try 
Pheap Group, although sanctioned by Pheap Group, although sanctioned by 
the U.S. government for human rights the U.S. government for human rights 
abuses and corruption, have taken abuses and corruption, have taken 
over the project.over the project.

According to a U.S. Department According to a U.S. Department 
of Treasury statement released in No-of Treasury statement released in No-
vember 2019, which stated “Try vember 2019, which stated “Try 
Pheap, a designated person, who is Pheap, a designated person, who is 
current or former Cambodia govern-current or former Cambodia govern-
ment official responsible for complicit ment official responsible for complicit 
and engaged in corruption including and engaged in corruption including 

ជា�ដោក្រុមាងែនិិដោ��មានទុីនែនិិដោ��ច្ឆិ�នួន 
១៣០ លានដុុលាែ រអាដោ�រកិ។

ដោលាកដោ� សុុខា អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លរងដោ�តុតខែកបិ
�នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា �ដោក្រុមាងអ៊ឹភិ្នំែឌ្ឍឍ
ដោល�ដោកាះច្ឆិ�នួន ១៤០ ហិកតា មានសុកាត នុ
�លសុក្រុមាប់ិែស័ិុយដោទីសុច្ឆិរណ៍៍។ “ ដោយ�ង
មានដោ�រំ�ាច់្ឆិ�ណ៌៍សុដោ�ជុុំ�ែញិដោកាះ។ ដោនះ
ន�ងរ�ួច្ឆិ�ខែណ៍កកុំងការទាក់ទាញដោភ្នំៀ�ែ
ដោទីសុច្ឆិរ�កទីសុសនាដោកាះដោនះ»។ ដោលាក 
�នខែ�ែងដោ�ដោ�កុំងដោសុច្ឆិកតីខែ�ែងការណ៍៍។

ក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាអ៊ឹភិ្នំែឌ្ឍឍន៍ក�ុុជា�ន
អ៊ឹនុញ្ញាា តុឱ្យយ�ដោក្រុមាងែនិិដោ��ដោនះដោ�កុំង
ខែ�កុ�ៈ� ឆំ្នាំ�២០១៩ ដុល់ក្រុកុ�ហុុនច្ឆិ�នួន�ីរ 
ខែដុលដោ�ត តុដោល�ការែនិិដោ��កសាង
រ�ណី៍យ�ា នជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�ន ដូុច្ឆិជាសុណ្ឋាា គារ
�ា យ ៥ តុ�បិន់ល�ដោ��ា ន អ៊ឹគារពាណិ៍ជុំជក�ែ 
រ�ណី៍យ�ា នដោ�ំរ�ាច់្ឆិ រ�យនតខែ�សកាបិ
ជាដោដុ�� បុុិខែនតអាជាៀ ប័ិណ៍ណរបិស់ុ�ួកដោ�ក្រុតូុែ
�នដុកហូតុបិនាា ប់ិ�ី�ដោក្រុមាង�កខាន
�ិន�នអ៊ឹភិ្នំែឌ្ឍឍ។

ដោលាកក្រុទីីភា� និងក្រុក�ុហុុនរបិស់ុគាត់ុ
ដោ�ែ ះក្រុទីីភា�ក្រុ�ុបិ ដោទាះបីិមានការ
�ក់ទីណ៍ឌ ក�ែ�ី         រ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល
សុហរដុាអាដោ�រកិច្ឆិ�ដោពាះការរ �ដោលាភ្នំសិុទីិ�ិនុសុស 
និងអ៊ឹ�ដោ���ុករលួយក៏ដោ�យ ក៏�ដោក្រុមាងដោនះ

ដោ�ខែតុមាន។

ដោ�ងតា�ដោសុច្ឆិកតខីែ�ែងការណ៍៍របិស់ុក្រុក
សួុងរតុនាគារជាតិុអាដោ�រកិ ខែដុល�ន
ដោច្ឆិញ�ាយដោ�ខែ�ែចិិិ្ឆិកា ឆំ្នាំ�២០១៩ �ន
បិញ្ញាជ ក់ថា “ក្រុទីីភា�ជាបុិ�គលខែដុលក្រុតូុែ�ន

ខែតុងតា�ង បិច្ឆិុបុិបនំឬជាអ៊ឹតីុតុ�ន្រ្តីនតរី�ា ភិ្នំ�ល
ក�ុុជាទីទួីល�ុសុក្រុតូុែច្ឆិ�ដោពាះការ�ស���និតុ 
និងពាក់�័និន�ងអ៊ឹ�ដោ���ុករលួយ រ�ួទា�ងការ
ថ្ងៃ�បិនែ�ក្រុទី�យ ការដុកហូតុក្រុទី�យសុ�បតុតិ

ក្រុ�ុមហ៊ុុុន ក្រុ�ីភាាពក្រុ�ុប ដែ�លក្រុ�ូវបាានក្រុ�ុមហ៊ុុុន ក្រុ�ីភាាពក្រុ�ុប ដែ�លក្រុ�ូវបាានtmkBITMB½rTI   01

Please seePlease see  /13/13តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី ១៣តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី ១៣

Try Pheap Group — blacklisted by Global Try Pheap Group — blacklisted by Global 
Manetsky Act to develop Cambodia RabbitManetsky Act to develop Cambodia Rabbit  
Island, Kep Province for $130 MillionIsland, Kep Province for $130 Million
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L to R: Christopher Scott, Lowell Sun Enterprise Editor; Bruce Castleberry, Lowell L to R: Christopher Scott, Lowell Sun Enterprise Editor; Bruce Castleberry, Lowell 
Sun News Senior Editor, and Soben Ung, Khmer Post USA Editor. Sun News Senior Editor, and Soben Ung, Khmer Post USA Editor. 

lette and Paul Ratha Yem.lette and Paul Ratha Yem.

City Council At-Large — Incum-City Council At-Large — Incum-
bents:bents:  John Drinkwater, Vesna Nuon, John Drinkwater, Vesna Nuon, 
and Rita Mercier.and Rita Mercier.  Candidates:Candidates:  Bobby Bobby 
Tugbiyele and Deb Belanger.Tugbiyele and Deb Belanger.

The first two questions were the The first two questions were the 
same for school committee and city same for school committee and city 
council candidates while the remain-council candidates while the remain-
ing four questions were slightly differ-ing four questions were slightly differ-
ent in every session. A summary be-ent in every session. A summary be-
low is including the first two questions low is including the first two questions 
and with the remaining 4 questions and with the remaining 4 questions 
from the city council candidate fo-from the city council candidate fo-
rums.rums.

Question 1Question 1
Are you vaccinated and what do Are you vaccinated and what do 

you think of how the city handled the you think of how the city handled the 
Covid-19 pandemic?Covid-19 pandemic?

All candidates were vaccinated All candidates were vaccinated 
and thought the city of Lowell did a and thought the city of Lowell did a 
good job in handling the Covid-19 re-good job in handling the Covid-19 re-
sponse. One school committee mem-sponse. One school committee mem-
ber Mike Dillion has not been vacci-ber Mike Dillion has not been vacci-
nated and is also against children nated and is also against children 
wearing masks in school.wearing masks in school.

Question 2Question 2
Do you believe racism is a public Do you believe racism is a public 

health crisis?health crisis?

This question stems from an event This question stems from an event 
that took place last year, in which that took place last year, in which 
many organizations in Lowell came many organizations in Lowell came 
together as a group called ”Diversity, together as a group called ”Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Consor-Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Consor-
tium-Lowell with a signed petition tium-Lowell with a signed petition 
from more than 1,000 organizations from more than 1,000 organizations 
and individuals that supported ad-and individuals that supported ad-
dressing the systemic racism and de-dressing the systemic racism and de-
manded that city council declare rac-manded that city council declare rac-
ism is a public health crisis. Lowell ism is a public health crisis. Lowell 
Mayor Leahy, Councilor Vesna Nuon Mayor Leahy, Councilor Vesna Nuon 
and Councilor John Drinkwater voted and Councilor John Drinkwater voted 
for it but the declaration did not pass, for it but the declaration did not pass, 

as six other city councilors rallied for as six other city councilors rallied for 
another resolution which Councilor another resolution which Councilor 
Rodney Elliott said “a road map out-Rodney Elliott said “a road map out-
lined the measures lined the measures 
that we should that we should 
take. This adminis-take. This adminis-
tration has re-tration has re-
sponded to most, if sponded to most, if 
not all, requests not all, requests 
made by DEI. That made by DEI. That 
included diversity included diversity 
training to all employees, citizen advi-training to all employees, citizen advi-
sory committee, and continue with sory committee, and continue with 
hiring practices in the city to make our hiring practices in the city to make our 
workforce more reflective of our com-workforce more reflective of our com-
munity as well as boards and commis-munity as well as boards and commis-
sions”. He believes there is social in-sions”. He believes there is social in-
justice but racism is not a public health justice but racism is not a public health 
crisis.crisis.

Part of the DEI consortium de-Part of the DEI consortium de-
mand was that the city must identify mand was that the city must identify 
the appropriate fund for programs that the appropriate fund for programs that 
will address equity and inclusion.will address equity and inclusion.

The demand was met with rejec-The demand was met with rejec-
tion by a majority of the council. tion by a majority of the council. 
Councilor Rita Mercier said “there are Councilor Rita Mercier said “there are 
so many organizations in Lowell that so many organizations in Lowell that 
we cannot simply fund the DEI con-we cannot simply fund the DEI con-
sortium, not on our police dime.”sortium, not on our police dime.”

Robert Gignac, district candidate, Robert Gignac, district candidate, 
said there was not said there was not 
any part of the DEI any part of the DEI 
demand that asked demand that asked 
to defund the po-to defund the po-
lice and he would lice and he would 
support the decla-support the decla-
ration that racism ration that racism 
is a public crisis, if is a public crisis, if 
he was to sit on the city council. “It’s he was to sit on the city council. “It’s 
the least we can do, to begin the seri-the least we can do, to begin the seri-
ous discussion and take actions to im-ous discussion and take actions to im-
prove the quality life of the residents” prove the quality life of the residents” 
he said. Councilor Bill Samaras insist-he said. Councilor Bill Samaras insist-
ed there was a demand asking to de-ed there was a demand asking to de-
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ខែែលដោដុ��បីដោរៀបិច្ឆិ�ដោែទិីកាដោបិកខជុំនជាបិនតបិនាា ប់ិ

ចាប់ិ�ីថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី២៧ ខែ�កញ្ញាា  ដុល់ថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី១៤ ខែ�តុុលា។ 

ដោបិកខជុំនក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាក្រុកុងក្រុតូុែ�នខែបិងខែច្ឆិកជា

ក្រុកុ�ខែដុលមានដោបិកខជុំន៦ របូិ កុំង�ួយែ�គ។ 

សុ�ណួ៍រក្រុតូុែ�នបិដោងា�តុដោឡូ�ង�ីថ្ងៃដុ�ូសុហការ 

និង�ីសាធារណ៍ជុំន។

សុមាសុភា�ដោបិកខជុំន៖ សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ១  សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ១ 

(Pawtuckville) អំ៊ឹកកាន់ដុ�ខែណ៍ងបិចុុ្ឆិបិបនំ៖(Pawtuckville) អំ៊ឹកកាន់ដុ�ខែណ៍ងបិចុុ្ឆិបិបនំ៖ 

ក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កា Rodney Elliott និងសុមាជិុំក

ក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កា Dan Rourke  ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� 

២ (Centralville) ៖២ (Centralville) ៖ Robert Gignac និង Corey 

Robinson សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៣ (Belvidere ) អំ៊ឹកសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៣ (Belvidere ) អំ៊ឹក

កាន់ដុ�ខែណ៍ងបិច្ឆិុុបិបនំ៖កាន់ដុ�ខែណ៍ងបិច្ឆិុុបិបនំ៖ អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លក្រុកុង  John 

Leahyនិងក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កា Bill Samaras ។ ដោបិកខជុំនដោបិកខជុំន

សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៤ (ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន Back Central, ខែ�កំសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៤ (ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន Back Central, ខែ�កំ

ថ្ងៃន Pawtuckville & Centralville)ថ្ងៃន Pawtuckville & Centralville) ៖ Wayne, 

Jenness និង Ryan Rourke ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុ

ដោល� ៥ (Sacret Heart, ខែ�កំថ្ងៃន Lowell ខាងតុបូង ដោល� ៥ (Sacret Heart, ខែ�កំថ្ងៃន Lowell ខាងតុបូង 

និង Highland) ៖និង Highland) ៖ Kim Scott និង Tooch Van 

សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៦ (Lower Highland) អំ៊ឹកកាន់សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៦ (Lower Highland) អំ៊ឹកកាន់

ដុ�ខែណ៍ងបិចុុ្ឆិបិបនំ៖ដុ�ខែណ៍ងបិចុុ្ឆិបិបនំ៖ សុុខារ ីដោ� និងដោបិកខជុំន 

Justin Ford  ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៧ (Acre) ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៧ (Acre) 

៖ ៖ ទីី ជុុំ� និង Erik Gitscher ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� 

៨ (Highland/part of Sacret Heart)៖៨ (Highland/part of Sacret Heart)៖ Dave 

Oullette និង�ូល  រ�ា ខែយុ�។

ក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាទីីក្រុកុង- អំ៊ឹកកាន់តុ�ខែណ៍ងក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាទីីក្រុកុង- អំ៊ឹកកាន់តុ�ខែណ៍ង

បិច្ឆិុុបិបនំ៖បិច្ឆិុុបិបនំ៖ John Drinkwater  វាសុនា នួន និង 

Rita Mercier 

ដោបិកខជុំន៖ដោបិកខជុំន៖ Bobby Tubbilye និង Deb 

Belanger ។

សុ�ណួ៍រ�ីរដុ�បូិង�ឺដូុច្ឆិគំាសុក្រុមាប់ិ�ណ៍�កមាែ ធិិការ

សាលា និងដោបិកខជុំនក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាក្រុកុង�ណ៍�   

សុ�ណួ៍រ ៤ ដោទីៀតុមានភា��ុសុគំាបិនតិច្ឆិបិនតួច្ឆិ

ដោ�ដោរៀងរាល់ែ�គ។ ដោសុច្ឆិកតីសុដោងខបិខាងដោក្រុកា�

រ�ួមានសុ�ណួ៍រ�ីរដុ�បូិង និងសុ�ណួ៍រ ៤ ដោ�សងដោទីៀតុ

អ៊ឹ��ីដោែទិីកាដោបិកខជុំនក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាក្រុកុង។

សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ១សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ១

ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹក�នចាក់វុាក់សា�ងដោហ�យឬដោ�? ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹក�នចាក់វុាក់សា�ងដោហ�យឬដោ�? 

ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹក�ិតុ�ុងណ្ឋាខែដុរច្ឆិ�ដោពាះរដោបិៀបិខែដុលដោតុ�អំ៊ឹក�ិតុ�ុងណ្ឋាខែដុរច្ឆិ�ដោពាះរដោបិៀបិខែដុល

ទីីក្រុកុងដោ�ះស្រាសាយការរកីរាល�លថ្ងៃនជុំ�ងឺកូទីីក្រុកុងដោ�ះស្រាសាយការរកីរាល�លថ្ងៃនជុំ�ងឺកូ

ែដីុ-១៩?ែដីុ-១៩?

ដោបិកខជុំនទា�ងអ៊ឹស់ុ�នចាក់វុាក់សា�ង

រចួ្ឆិដោហ�យ និង�ិតុថាទីីក្រុកុងឡូូខែែលដោធិើ�ការ�ន

លអកុំងការដោ�ះស្រាសាយការដោ�ែ�យតុបិជុំ�ងឺកូែដីុ-

១៩។ សុមាជិុំក�ណ៍�កមាែ ធិិការសាលាមំាក់

ដោលាក Mike Dillion �ិនទាន់ចាក់វុាក់សា�ងដោទី 

ដោហ�យគាត់ុក៏ក្រុបិឆ្នាំ�ងន�ងការដោអាយកុមារពាក់

មុាស់ុដោ�សាលាដោរៀនខែដុរ។

សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ២សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ២

ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកដោជុំឿដោទីថាការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកដោជុំឿដោទីថាការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍

�ឺជាែបិិតុតិសុុ�ភា�សាធារណ៍�ខែដុរឬដោទី?�ឺជាែបិិតុតិសុុ�ភា�សាធារណ៍�ខែដុរឬដោទី?

សុ�ណួ៍រដោនះដោ�ត��ដោច្ឆិញ�ីក្រុ��តុតិការណ៍៍�ួយ

ខែដុល�នដោក�តុដោឡូ�ងកាល�ីឆំ្នាំ��ុន កុំងដោនាះ

មានអ៊ឹងគការជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នដោ�ទីីក្រុកងុឡូូខែែល�ន�ក

ជួុំបិជុុំ�គំាជាក្រុក�ុ�ួយខែដុលមានដោ�ែ ះថា “ច្ឆិក្រុ�ុះ 

សុ�ធិ�៌និងបិរ�ិបិនត -ឡូូខែែល ដោ�កាត់ុថា 

(DEI ) ដោ�យមានការចុ្ឆិះហតុថដោលខាដោល�ញតុតិ�ី

អ៊ឹងគការ និងបុិ�គលជាង ១០០០ នាក់�នគា�ក្រុទី 

ដោ�ះស្រាសាយការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍ និង

ទា�ទារឱ្យយក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាក្រុកងុក្រុបិកាសុថាការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ង

ជាតិុសាសុន៍ �ឺជាែបិិតុតិសុុ�ភា�សាធារណ៍�។ 

អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លក្រុកងុឡូូខែែល Leahy ក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាដោលាក 

វាសុនា នួន និងសុមាជិុំកក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កា John 

Drinkwater �នដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុគា�ក្រុទី បុុិខែនត�ិន�ន

សុដោក្រុ�ច្ឆិដោទី �ណ៍�ខែដុលក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាក្រុកុងច្ឆិ�នួន 

៦ របូិដោ�សងដោទីៀតុដោធិើ�តុវុារកដុ�ដោណ្ឋាះស្រាសាយ

�ួយដោ�សងដោទីៀតុខែដុលក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កា Rodney Elliott 

�នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “ខែ�នទីីបិង្កាា ញ�ែូែ�ន

បិង្កាា ញ�ីែធិានការខែដុលដោយ�ង�ួរអ៊ឹនុែតុត។ រដុា�ល

ដោនះ�នដោ�ែ�យតុបិដោ�ន�ងសុ�ណូ៍��រភា�ដោក្រុច្ឆិ�ន

របិស់ុ DEI ។ ដោនាះរ�ួបិញូុ្ចូលទា�ងការបិណ៍តុ ះបិណ្ឋាត ល

ច្ឆិក្រុ�ុះដុល់និដោ�ជិុំកទា�ងអ៊ឹស់ុ �ណ៍�កមាែ ធិិការ

ក្រុបិ�កាក្រុបិជា�លរដុា និងបិនតជា�ួយន�ងការជួុំល

បុិ�គលិកដោ�កុំងទីីក្រុកងុដោដុ��បដីោធិើ�ឱ្យយកមាែ �ងការង្ការ

របិស់ុដោយ�ងកាន់ខែតុ�ែុះបិញុ្ញា�ង�ីសុហ��ន៍របិស់ុ

ដោយ�ងក៏ដូុច្ឆិជាក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កានិង�ណ៍�ក�ែការ” ។ 

គាត់ុដោជុំឿជាក់ថាមានភា�អ៊ឹយុតុតិធិ�៌សុងគ�បុុិខែនត

�ិនក្រុបិកាន់�ូជុំសាសុន៍ជាែបិិតុតិសុុ�ភា�

សាធារណ៍�ដោទី។

ខែ�ំក�ួយថ្ងៃនការទា�ទាររបិស់ុ DEI �ឺទីី

ក្រុកុងក្រុតុូែខែតុក�ណ៍ត់ុ�ូលនិធិិសុ�ស្រាសុបិសុក្រុមាប់ិ

ក�ែែធីិិខែដុលន�ងដោ�ះស្រាសាយសុ�ធិ�៌ និងបិរ ិ

�បិនំ។

ការទា�ទារដោនះក្រុតូុែ�នបិដិុដោសុធិដោ�យក្រុក�ុ

ក្រុបិ�កាភា�ដោក្រុច្ឆិ�ន។ សុមាជិុំកក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាដោលាកស្រាសីុ 

Rita Mercier �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “មាន

អ៊ឹងគការជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នដោ�ទីីក្រុកុងឡូូខែែលខែដុលដោយ�ង

�ិនអាច្ឆិ�តល់�ូលនិធិិដុល់ DEI �ន�ិនខែ�ន

ដោល�ក្រុ�ក់បូុិលីសុរបិស់ុដោយ�ងដោទី” ។

ដោលាក Robert Gignac ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុ

�នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា �ិនមានខែ�កំណ្ឋា�ួយ

ថ្ងៃនការទា�ទាររបិស់ុ DEI ខែដុលសុុ��ិនឱ្យយ�តល់

�ែកិាដោ�បូុិលីសុ ដោហ�យគាត់ុន�ងគា�ក្រុទីការក្រុបិកាសុ

វេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលវេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលtmkBITMB½rTI  01

តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី០៥តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី០៥

Rodney ElliottRodney Elliott

Robert GignacRobert Gignac
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fund the police and that’s why he fund the police and that’s why he 
didn’t support it.didn’t support it.

Bobby Tugbi-Bobby Tugbi-
yele, at-large can-yele, at-large can-
didate, said this didate, said this 
council had a council had a 
chance to do some-chance to do some-
thing right but it thing right but it 
didn’t.didn’t.

Mayor Leahy said he’s proud that Mayor Leahy said he’s proud that 
although his mo-although his mo-
tion to declare that tion to declare that 
racism is a public racism is a public 
health crisis did not health crisis did not 
pass at the city pass at the city 
council, it passed council, it passed 
at the school com-at the school com-
mittee and he’s mittee and he’s 
pleased to see many ongoing changes pleased to see many ongoing changes 
since.since.

Every candidate seemed to under-Every candidate seemed to under-
stand this a little differently, according stand this a little differently, according 
to their experiences and interpretation. to their experiences and interpretation. 
Most candidates agreed that racism is Most candidates agreed that racism is 
a public health crisis from the inequal-a public health crisis from the inequal-
ity in healthcare, to housing and hiring ity in healthcare, to housing and hiring 
practices, to black male getting pulled practices, to black male getting pulled 
over by the police, and to health ex-over by the police, and to health ex-
pert such as CEO of Lowell Commu-pert such as CEO of Lowell Commu-
nity Health Susan Levine who spoke nity Health Susan Levine who spoke 
at the city council in support of the at the city council in support of the 
DEI Consortium.DEI Consortium.

Ty Chum, a Cambodian Ameri-Ty Chum, a Cambodian Ameri-
can candidate for can candidate for 
district 8 said he district 8 said he 
does not believe does not believe 
racism is a public racism is a public 
health crisis. health crisis. 
“Many other crisis “Many other crisis 
should be a public should be a public 
health crisis, such health crisis, such 
as domestic and sexual violence, and as domestic and sexual violence, and 
suicide, a #1 leading cause of death suicide, a #1 leading cause of death 
amongst teen” he said. Stacy Thomp-amongst teen” he said. Stacy Thomp-
son, the first black woman candidate son, the first black woman candidate 
for school committee said “racism is a for school committee said “racism is a 
public health crisis. I’ve lived it. We public health crisis. I’ve lived it. We 
spoke to the scientists and they ex-spoke to the scientists and they ex-
plain how racism affect people like me plain how racism affect people like me 
in a very real way. When I walk on in a very real way. When I walk on 
Merrimack street, someone screamed Merrimack street, someone screamed 
at me an ’N’ word, and I have to go to at me an ’N’ word, and I have to go to 
work, and be friendly, and have that work, and be friendly, and have that 
knot in my stomach all day long”.knot in my stomach all day long”.

Question 3Question 3
What is your stand on the ballot What is your stand on the ballot 

question about having voters elect the question about having voters elect the 
Mayor?Mayor?

At-large candidates agreed that At-large candidates agreed that 
the Mayor should be elected by the the Mayor should be elected by the 
people. Councilor Rita Mercier said it people. Councilor Rita Mercier said it 
was her motion to was her motion to 
put the question on put the question on 
the ballot, shall it the ballot, shall it 
pass, she’ll honor pass, she’ll honor 
it. Meanwhile it. Meanwhile 
Councilor Vesna Councilor Vesna 
Nuon said if elect-Nuon said if elect-
ed, his first motion ed, his first motion 
will be about setting term limits on the will be about setting term limits on the 
city council. “I city council. “I 
strongly feel that strongly feel that 
you don’t want to you don’t want to 
have a King or have a King or 
Queen of a neigh-Queen of a neigh-
borhood, at the borhood, at the 
same time, you same time, you 
want to bring more want to bring more 
voices and ideas how to serve the dis-voices and ideas how to serve the dis-
trict better. Just have one person all the trict better. Just have one person all the 
time is not right, that discussion need time is not right, that discussion need 
to be had” said Vesna.to be had” said Vesna.

Bobby Tugbiyele touted that if Bobby Tugbiyele touted that if 
elected, his goal is to increase the voterelected, his goal is to increase the voter  
turnout up to 25%. “You want to get turnout up to 25%. “You want to get 
the right people on the bus” he said.the right people on the bus” he said.

District candidates are in favor of District candidates are in favor of 
the ballot question.the ballot question.

Question 4Question 4
What would you do to replace old What would you do to replace old 

infrastructure in the city?infrastructure in the city?

This question broke down for dis-This question broke down for dis-
tricts and at-large. Each candidate fo-tricts and at-large. Each candidate fo-
cus on their district to address side-cus on their district to address side-
walk issues. “We’re constantly doing walk issues. “We’re constantly doing 
roads and bridges, as you can see roads and bridges, as you can see 
there’s a lot of traffic right now, but it there’s a lot of traffic right now, but it 
will improve” said Mayor Leahy.will improve” said Mayor Leahy.

“We should stop doing small “We should stop doing small 
studies here and there when there is an studies here and there when there is an 
issue, and look globally and what we issue, and look globally and what we 
can do, to long term plan and finance can do, to long term plan and finance 
in addressing these issues” said Rob-in addressing these issues” said Rob-
ert Gignac, candidate for district 2.ert Gignac, candidate for district 2.

With the $77 millions from the With the $77 millions from the 
American Rescue Plan, Rodney Elliot American Rescue Plan, Rodney Elliot 
(district 1) said “I hope to use this (district 1) said “I hope to use this 
funding money to address a lot of in-funding money to address a lot of in-
frastructure in the city, including the frastructure in the city, including the 
internet access, what we did learn was internet access, what we did learn was 
that children didn’t have equitable in-that children didn’t have equitable in-
ternet access during the pandemic.”ternet access during the pandemic.”

From Page 04 From Page 04 
A Summary of Lowell Candidate ForumsA Summary of Lowell Candidate Forums
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ថាការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍�ឺជាែបិិតុតសិាធារណ៍� 

ក្រុបិសិុនដោបិ�គាត់ុក្រុតូុែអ៊ឹងគយុដោ�អី៊ឹដោ�ឯក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កា  

ក្រុកុង។ ដោលាក�នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “វាជាអ៊ឹើី

ខែដុលដោយ�ងអាច្ឆិដោធិើ��នដោដុ��បចីាប់ិដោ�ត��ការ�ិភាកា

សីុុជុំដោក្រុ� និងចាត់ុែធិានការដោដុ��បីដោល�កក�ុស់ុ

�ុណ៍ភា�ជីុំែតិុរបិស់ុអំ៊ឹកស្រាសុុក” ។ សុមាជិុំក

ក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាដោលាក Bill Samaras �នទីទូីច្ឆិថា

មានការទា�ទារ�ួយសុុ��ិន�តល់�ែកិាឱ្យយបូុិលីសុ 

ដោនាះជា�ូលដោហតុុខែដុលគាត់ុ�ិនគា�ក្រុទី។

 

ដោលាក Bobby Tugbiyele ដោបិកខជុំន�ន

មានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា ក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាដោនះមានឱ្យកាសុ

ដោធិើ�អ៊ឹើី�ួយខែដុលក្រុតុ��ក្រុតុូែ បុុិខែនត�ិនដោធិើ�។

អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លក្រុកងុ Leahy �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍

ថាគាត់ុមានដោមាទីនភា�ខែដុលដោទាះបីិជាញតុតិ

របិស់ុគាត់ុ ក្រុបិកាសុ�ីការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍

�ឺជាែបិិតុតិដោសុដុាកិចុ្ឆិសាធារណ៍��ិន�នអ៊ឹនុ�័តុ

ដោ�យក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាក្រុកងុក៏ដោ�យ វាក្រុតុែូ�នអ៊ឹនុ�័តុ

ដោ�យ�ណ៍�កមាែ ធិិការសាលាដោហ�យគាត់ុរកីរាយ

ខែដុល�នដោ��ញការ�ែ ស់ុបិតូរជាបិនតបិនាា ប់ិ

ចាប់ិតា�ង�ីដោ�លដោនាះ�ក។

ដោបិកខជុំនក្រុ�ប់ិរបូិហាក់ដូុច្ឆិជាយល់អ៊ឹ��ីដោរឿង

ដោនះ�ុសុគំាបិនតិច្ឆិបិនតួច្ឆិដោ�តា�បិទី�ិដោសាធិន៍ 

និងការបិកស្រាសាយរបិស់ុ�ួកដោ�។ ដោបិកខជុំន

ភា�ដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នយល់ស្រាសុបិថាការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍

�ឺជាែបិិតុតដិោសុដុាកិចុ្ឆិសាធារណ៍� �ីែសិុ�ភា�កុំង

ការខែ�ទា�សុុ�ភា�រហូតុដុល់ល�ដោ��ា ន និង

ការអ៊ឹនុែតុតការង្ការដុល់�នុសុសក្រុបិុសុខែសុបកដោ�ែ

ខែដុលក្រុតុូែ�នបូុិលីសុចាប់ិ�ែួន និងអំ៊ឹកជុំ�នាញ

សុុ�ភា�ដូុច្ឆិជានាយកក្រុបិតិុបិតុតិថ្ងៃនសុហ��ន៍

សុុ�ភា�ឡូូខែែល Susan Levine �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍

ដោ�ឯក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាទីីក្រុកុងគា�ក្រុទីកិចុ្ឆិក្រុបិជុុំ� DEI ។

ដោលាកទីី ជុុំ� ដោបិកខជុំនខែ�ែអាដោ�រកិក្រុបិចា�

សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ៨ �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា ដោលាក

�ិនដោជុំឿថាការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍�ឺជាែបិិតុតិ

សុុ�ភា�សាធារណ៍�ដោនាះដោទី។ ដោលាក�ន

មានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “ែបិិតុតិជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នដោ�សងដោទីៀតុ

�ួរខែតុជាែបិិតុតិសុុ�ភា�សាធារណ៍� ដូុច្ឆិជាអ៊ឹ�ដោ��

ហ�ងាកុំងក្រុ�ួសារ ហិងា�ែូែដោភ្នំទី និងការដោធិើ�

អ៊ឹតុតឃាតុខែដុលជាបុិ�ើដោហតុុ�ន�ុ�ដោ�ថ្ងៃនការ

សាែ ប់ិកុំងច្ឆិ�ដោណ្ឋា�យុែ  ែយ័” ។ Stacy Thomp-
son ដោបិកខជុំនស្ត្រីសុតីខែសុបកដោ�ែ ដុ�បូិងដោ�សុក្រុមាប់ិ

�ណ៍�កមាែ ធិិការសាលា�នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍

ថា “ការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ងជាតិុសាសុន៍�ឺជាែបិិតុតសុិុ�ភា�

សាធារណ៍�។ �ៀុ��ន�ែងកាត់ុរស់ុដោ�ជា�ួយ

វា។ ដោយ�ង�ននិ�យជា�ួយអំ៊ឹកែទិីាសាស្ត្រីសុត 

ដោហ�យ�ួកដោ��នយល់�ីរដោបិៀបិខែដុលការដោរ �សុដោអ៊ឹ�ង

ជាតិុសាសុន៍បុិះពាល់ដុល់�នុសុសដូុច្ឆិ�ៀុ�តា�រដោបិៀបិ

�ិតុក្រុ�កដុ។ ដោ�ដោ�ល�ៀុ�ដោដុ�រដោ�ដោល��ែូែ Mer
-

rimack មាន�នុសុសមំាក់�នខែស្រាសុក�ក់�ៀុ�ថា 

“N” �ៀុ�ក្រុតូុែដោ�ដោធិើ�ការ និងមានភា�រសួុរាយ

រាក់ទាក់ ដោហ�យច្ឆិ�ណ៍ងដោនាះដោ�កុំងដោពាះ�ៀុ�

ដោ�ញ�ួយថ្ងៃ�ៃ” ។

សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៣សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៣

ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកមានជុំ�ហរ�ុងណ្ឋាច្ឆិ�ដោពាះសុ�ណួ៍រដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកមានជុំ�ហរ�ុងណ្ឋាច្ឆិ�ដោពាះសុ�ណួ៍រ

ដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុខែដុលអំ៊ឹកដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុដោក្រុជុំ�សុដោរ �សុដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុខែដុលអំ៊ឹកដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុដោក្រុជុំ�សុដោរ �សុ

អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លក្រុកុង?អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លក្រុកុង?

ដោបិកខជុំនជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�ន�នយល់ស្រាសុបិថា 

អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លក្រុកុង�ួរខែតុក្រុតុូែ�នដោក្រុជុំ�សុដោរ �សុដោ�យ

ក្រុបិជាជុំន។ សុមាជិុំកក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាដោលាកស្រាសីុ Rita 

Mercier �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា វា�ឺជាញតុតិ

របិស់ុដោលាកស្រាសីុកុំងការ�ក់សុ�ណួ៍រដោល�សុនែ�កដោឆំ្នាំតុ 

ដោ�ដោ�លអ៊ឹនុ�័តុ នាងមានកិតុតិយសុណ្ឋាស់ុ។ 

ទីនា��ន�ងដោនះខែដុរ ក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កា វាសុនា នួន �ន

មានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា ក្រុបិសិុនដោបិ�ជាប់ិដោឆំ្នាំតុ ញតុតិ

ដុ�បូិងរបិស់ុគាត់ុន�ងនិ�យអ៊ឹ��ីការក�ណ៍ត់ុ

អាណ៍តុតិដោ�ក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាក្រុកុង។ ដោលាកវាសុនា

មានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “�ៀុ�មានអារ�ែណ៍៍�ុង�ុតុមា�

ថា អំ៊ឹក�ិនច្ឆិង់មានដោសុតច្ឆិឬ�ហាកសក្រុតីុកុំងសុង្កាា ត់ុ

ដោទី កុំងដោ�លជា�ួយគំាដោនះ អំ៊ឹកច្ឆិង់នា�យក

សុ�ដោលងនិង��និតុបិខែនថ�ដោទីៀតុ�ីរដោបិៀបិបិដោក្រុ��ក្រុបិជាជុំន

ឱ្យយកាន់ខែតុលអក្រុបិដោសុ�រដោឡូ�ង។ មាន�នុសុសខែតុមំាក់

ក្រុ�ប់ិដោ�ល�ឺ�ិនក្រុតុ��ក្រុតូុែដោទី ការ�ិភាកាដោនាះ

ចា��ច់្ឆិក្រុតុូែខែតុមាន”។

ដោលាក Bobby Tugbiyele �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍

ថា ក្រុបិសិុនដោបិ�ជាប់ិដោឆំ្នាំតុដោគាលដោ�របិស់ុគាត់ុ�ឺ

បិដោងា�នច្ឆិ�នួនអំ៊ឹកដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុរហូតុដុល់ ២៥%។ 

ដោលាក�នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “អំ៊ឹកច្ឆិង់ទីទួីល

�ន�នុសុសក្រុតុ��ក្រុតុូែដោឡូ�ងជិុំ�ឡានក្រុកុង” ។

ដោបិកខជុំនតា�សុង្កាា ត់ុដោ�ញចិ្ឆិតុតច្ឆិ�ដោពាះ

សុ�ណួ៍រសុនែ�កដោឆំ្នាំតុ។

សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៤សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៤

ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកដោធិើ�អ៊ឹើដីោដុ��បជីុំ�នួសុដោហ�ា រច្ឆិនាសុ�័ុនិដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកដោធិើ�អ៊ឹើដីោដុ��បជីុំ�នួសុដោហ�ា រច្ឆិនាសុ�័ុនិ

ចាស់ុដោ�កុំងទីីក្រុកុង?ចាស់ុដោ�កុំងទីីក្រុកុង?

សុ�ណួ៍រដោនះ�នខែបិងខែច្ឆិកតា�សុង្កាា ត់ុ និង

ទីីក្រុកុងទា�ង�ូល។ ដោបិកខជុំនមំាក់ៗដោ�ត តុដោល�

សុង្កាា ត់ុ របិស់ុ�ែនួដោដុ��បដីោ�ះស្រាសាយបិញ្ញាា ចិ្ឆិដោញុ្ចូ��

�ែូែ។ អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លក្រុកងុ Leahy �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍

ថា “ ដោយ�ងក��ុងដោធិើ��ែូែ និងសុានឥតុឈប់ិឈរ 

ដូុច្ឆិខែដុលអំ៊ឹកអាច្ឆិដោ��ញមានច្ឆិរាច្ឆិរណ៍៍ដោក្រុច្ឆិ�ន

ដោ�ដោ�លដោនះ បុុិខែនតវាន�ងកាន់ខែតុក្រុបិដោសុ�រដោឡូ�ង” ។

ដោលាក Robert Gignac ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុ

ដោល� ២ �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “ដោយ�ង�ួរខែតុ

ឈប់ិដោធិើ�ការសិុកាតូុច្ឆិ ដៗោ�ក្រុតុង់ដោនះ និងដោ�ក្រុតុង់

វេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលវេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលtmkBITMB½rTI  04

តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី០៦តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី០៦

Bobby TugbiyeleBobby Tugbiyele

Jonh LeahyJonh Leahy

Rita MercierRita Mercier

Vesna NuonVesna Nuon

Ty ChumTy Chum
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Question 5Question 5
The preliminary election turnout The preliminary election turnout 

was low, only 9%, what do you think was low, only 9%, what do you think 
of the lawsuit accomplishment, if any?of the lawsuit accomplishment, if any?

The candidates agreed that turn-The candidates agreed that turn-
out was low, but were hopeful it will out was low, but were hopeful it will 
get better because it’s the first year. Ty get better because it’s the first year. Ty 
Chum district 7 candidate said it has Chum district 7 candidate said it has 
allowed him to run, otherwise running allowed him to run, otherwise running 
at-large would be very hard to balance at-large would be very hard to balance 
the time between work and family, the time between work and family, 
while going door knocking all over while going door knocking all over 
the city. Money is also an issue that the city. Money is also an issue that 
would have prevented him from run-would have prevented him from run-
ning at-large.ning at-large.

Corey Robinson candidate for dis-Corey Robinson candidate for dis-
trict 2 said “in the preliminary in Cen-trict 2 said “in the preliminary in Cen-
terville, we had a terville, we had a 
lot of people come lot of people come 
out who were not out who were not 
necessary involved necessary involved 
in the politics. It’ll in the politics. It’ll 
take some growing take some growing 
pains in the whole pains in the whole 
city, but I think the city, but I think the 
opportunity exist for our residents to opportunity exist for our residents to 
key in and demand. They get to know key in and demand. They get to know 
the people that are sitting on the seat the people that are sitting on the seat 
to advocate for them. Having shrunk to advocate for them. Having shrunk 
down to district size, accountability is down to district size, accountability is 
a big factor, in my opinion.”a big factor, in my opinion.”

Question 6Question 6
What would you do to help revi-What would you do to help revi-

talize businesses and/or to make your talize businesses and/or to make your 
district a cultural hub destination?district a cultural hub destination?

Downtown —“The infrastructure Downtown —“The infrastructure 
made it hard for people to come into made it hard for people to come into 
downtown” said Wayne Jenness, dis-downtown” said Wayne Jenness, dis-
trict 4 (Downtown) candidate. “Busi-trict 4 (Downtown) candidate. “Busi-
ness in downtown cannot survive with ness in downtown cannot survive with 
only residents who live downtown. It only residents who live downtown. It 
needs to be easier for people coming needs to be easier for people coming 
to downtown, not just for people with to downtown, not just for people with 

cars, but people cars, but people 
who want to walk who want to walk 
from the Acre or from the Acre or 
Belvidere or rid-Belvidere or rid-
ding bikes up the ding bikes up the 
trails for lunch” he trails for lunch” he 
said.said.

Incumbent Bill Samaras, district Incumbent Bill Samaras, district 
3, said “with $77 Millions from the 3, said “with $77 Millions from the 
American Rescue American Rescue 
Plan, we have to Plan, we have to 
look at housing look at housing 
and health needs, and health needs, 
create more grants create more grants 
for small business-for small business-
es and become es and become 
more active in more active in 
downtown to cre-downtown to cre-
ate more excitement to bring people to ate more excitement to bring people to 
downtown. We have to ensure the downtown. We have to ensure the 
quality of life in the city is enhanced, quality of life in the city is enhanced, 
we now have money to help do that, we now have money to help do that, 
when you improve the quality of life when you improve the quality of life 
of people, people become more inter-of people, people become more inter-
ested and take part of what goes on in ested and take part of what goes on in 
the city. We need people to work to-the city. We need people to work to-
gether, create vision, opportunities gether, create vision, opportunities 
and jobs.”and jobs.”

Cambodia Town —Transforma-Cambodia Town —Transforma-
tive Development Initiative Grant, al-tive Development Initiative Grant, al-
most every gateway city received this most every gateway city received this 
grant at this point of time, City of grant at this point of time, City of 
Lowell applied for Hamilton Canal dis-Lowell applied for Hamilton Canal dis-
trict and Industrial Park, both have trict and Industrial Park, both have 
been rejected, Kim Scott district 5 been rejected, Kim Scott district 5 
candidate said candidate said 
“Cambodia Town “Cambodia Town 
should be a project should be a project 
for the city to ap-for the city to ap-
ply for this fund-ply for this fund-
ing and give it an ing and give it an 
identity that it de-identity that it de-
serves especially serves especially 
there is such a large Southeast Asian there is such a large Southeast Asian 
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ដោនាះ ដោ�ដោ�លមានបិញ្ញាា  ក្រុតូុែដោ��លដោ�ជាសាកល 

ដោហ�យអ៊ឹើីខែដុលដោយ�ងអាច្ឆិដោធិើ��ន ដោដុ��បខីែ�នការ 

និងហិរញ្ចូាែតុថុរយ�ដោ�លខែែងកុំងការដោ�ះស្រាសាយ

បិញ្ញាា ទា�ងដោនះ” ។

ជា�ួយ�ែកិាច្ឆិ�នួន ៧៧ លានដុុលាែ រ�ី

�ដោក្រុមាងខែ�នការជួុំយសុដោន្រ្តីង្កាគ ះអាដោ�រកិ Rodney 

Elliot (សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� ១) �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍

ថា “�ៀុ�សុងឹ��ថាន�ងដោក្រុបិ�ក្រុ�ក់�ូលនិធិិដោនះដោដុ��បី

ដោ�ះស្រាសាយដោហ�ា រច្ឆិនាសុ�័ុនិជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នដោ�កុំង

ទីីក្រុកុង រ�ួទា�ងការទីទួីល�នអិុ៊ឹនធឺិណិ៍តុ

ដោក្រុបិ�ក្រុ�ស់ុ អ៊ឹើីខែដុលដោយ�ង�នដោរៀនសូុក្រុតុ�ឺថា

កុមារ�ិនមានលទិីភា�ដោក្រុបិ�ក្រុ�ស់ុអីុ៊ឹនធឺិដោណ៍តុ

ដោ�យក្រុតុ��ក្រុតូុែ កុំងអ៊ឹ�ឡុូងដោ�លមានជុំ�ងឺរាតុតុាតុ”។

សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៥សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៥

ច្ឆិ�នួនអំ៊ឹកដោ�ដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុបិឋ�មានកក្រុ�ិតុច្ឆិ�នួនអំ៊ឹកដោ�ដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុបិឋ�មានកក្រុ�ិតុ

ទាបិក្រុតុ��ខែតុ ៩% បុុិដោណ្ឋាណ ះ ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹក�ិតុ�ុងណ្ឋាទាបិក្រុតុ��ខែតុ ៩% បុុិដោណ្ឋាណ ះ ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹក�ិតុ�ុងណ្ឋា

ច្ឆិ�ដោពាះការសុដោក្រុ�ច្ឆិបិណ៍ត� ងក្រុបិសិុនដោបិ�មាន?ច្ឆិ�ដោពាះការសុដោក្រុ�ច្ឆិបិណ៍ត� ងក្រុបិសិុនដោបិ�មាន?

ដោបិកខជុំន�នយល់ស្រាសុបិថាច្ឆិ�នួនអំ៊ឹកដោ�

ដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុមានតិុច្ឆិ បុុិខែនតសុងឹ��ថាវាន�ងក្រុបិដោសុ�រ

ដោឡូ�ងដោក្រុពាះវាជាឆំ្នាំ�ដុ�បូិង។ ដោបិកខជុំនសុង្កាា ត់ុ

ដោល� ៧ ដោលាកជុុំ� ទីី �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា វា

អ៊ឹនុញ្ញាា តុឱ្យយគាត់ុក្រុបិកួតុក្រុបិខែជុំង ដោបិ��ិនដូុដោចំ្ឆិះដោទី

ការក្រុបិកួតុក្រុបិខែជុំងក្រុទីង់ក្រុទាយធិ� �ិតុជា�ិ�ក

ណ្ឋាស់ុកុំងការដោធិើ�ឱ្យយមានតុុលយភា�រវាងដោ�លដោែលា 

រវាងការង្ការ និងក្រុ�ួសារ �ណ៍�ដោ�លមានដោដុ�រ

ដោគាះទាើ រទូីទា�ងទីីក្រុកុង។ លុយក៏ជាបិញ្ញាា ខែដុល

អាច្ឆិរារា�ងគាត់ុ�ិនឱ្យយក្រុបិ�ួតុក្រុបិខែជុំងក្រុទីង់ក្រុទាយ

ធិ��ន។

Corey Robinson ដោបិកខជុំនសុក្រុមាប់ិសុង្កាា ត់ុ

ដោល� ២ �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “ជាបិឋ� 

ដោ�Centerville ដោយ�ងមាន�នុសុសជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�ន�ន

ដោច្ឆិញ�កខែដុល�ិនចា��ច់្ឆិពាក់�័និន�ងនដោ�

�យដោទី។ វាន�ងដោធិើ�ឱ្យយមានការឈឺចាប់ិកាន់ខែតុ

ខាែ �ងដោឡូ�ងដោ�កុំងទីីក្រុកងុទា�ង�ូល បុុិខែនត�ៀុ��ិតុថា

ឱ្យកាសុមានសុក្រុមាប់ិអំ៊ឹកស្រាសុុករបិស់ុដោយ�ងកុំង

ការដោ�ស្រាសាយ និងទា�ទារ។ �ួកដោ�សាគ ល់

�នុសុសខែដុលក��ុងអ៊ឹងគុយដោល�ដោ�អី៊ឹដោដុ��បីតុសូុុ

�តិុឲ្យយ�ួកដោ�។ �ិតុ�ូរ�ីទី�ហ�សុង្កាា ត់ុការទីទួីល�ុសុក្រុតូុែ

�ឺជាកតាត ធិ��ួយតា���និតុរបិស់ុ�ៀុ�”។

សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៦សុ�ណួ៍រទីី ៦

ដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកន�ងដោធិើ�អ៊ឹើីដោដុ��បីជួុំយដោធិើ�ឱ្យយអាជីុំែក�ែដោតុ�អំ៊ឹកន�ងដោធិើ�អ៊ឹើីដោដុ��បីជួុំយដោធិើ�ឱ្យយអាជីុំែក�ែ

និង/ឬដោធិើ�ឱ្យយសុង្កាា ត់ុរបិស់ុអំ៊ឹកកាែ យជា�ជុំឈ�ណ៍ឌ លនិង/ឬដោធិើ�ឱ្យយសុង្កាា ត់ុរបិស់ុអំ៊ឹកកាែ យជា�ជុំឈ�ណ៍ឌ ល

ែបិបធិ�៌?ែបិបធិ�៌?

ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន - “ដោហ�ា រច្ឆិនាសុ�័ុនិដោធិើ�ឱ្យយ

�នុសុស�ិ�កចូ្ឆិល�កទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន”  ដោនះជាសុ�ដីុ

របិស់ុដោបិកខជុំន Wayne Jenness សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល� 

៤ (ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន) �ននិ�យ។ “ អាជីុំែក�ែដោ�

ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន�ិនអាច្ឆិរស់ុរានមានជីុំែតិុ�នដោទី 

ដោ�យមានខែតុអំ៊ឹកស្រាសុកុខែដុលរស់ុដោ�ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន។ 

វាក្រុតុូែការភា�ង្កាយស្រាសុួលសុក្រុមាប់ិ�នុសុស�ក

ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន �ិនក្រុតុ��ខែតុសុក្រុមាប់ិ�នុសុសខែដុល

មានឡានបុុិដោណ្ឋាណ ះដោទី បុុិខែនត�នុសុសខែដុលច្ឆិង់

ដោដុ�រ�ី Acre ឬ Belvidere ជិុំះកង់ដោឡូ�ង�ក

សុក្រុមាប់ិអាហារថ្ងៃ�ៃក្រុតុង់” ។

ដោលាក Bill Samaras ដោបិកខជុំនកុំងតុ�ខែណ៍ង

សុង្កាា ត់ុដោល�៣ បិចុុ្ឆិបិបនំ�នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍

ថា “ជា�ួយ�ែកិាច្ឆិ�នួន ៧៧ លានដុុលាែ រ�ី 

�ដោក្រុមាងខែ�នការជួុំយសុដោន្រ្តីង្កាគ ះអាដោ�រកិ ដោយ�ង

ក្រុតូុែដោ��លដោ�ដោល�តុក្រុ�ូែការល�ដោ��ា ន និង

សុុ�ភា� បិដោងា�តុជុំ�នួយបិខែនថ�សុក្រុមាប់ិអាជីុំែក�ែ

ខំាតុតូុច្ឆិ និងកាន់ខែតុសុក�ែដោ�ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំនដោដុ��បី

បិដោងា�តុភា�រកីរាយកុំងការនា��នុសុស�ក

ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន។ ដោយ�ងក្រុតូុែខែតុធានាឱ្យយ�ននូែ

�ុណ៍ភា�ជីុំែតិុដោ�កុំងទីីក្រុកុងកាន់ខែតុក្រុបិដោសុ�រ

ដោឡូ�ង ឥឡូូែដោនះដោយ�ងមានលុយដោដុ��បីជួុំយដោធិើ�

ដូុដោចំ្ឆិះ ដោ�ដោ�លអំ៊ឹកបិដោងា�ន�ុណ៍ភា�ជីុំែតិុរបិស់ុ

ក្រុបិជាជុំន�នុសុសកាន់ខែតុចាប់ិអារ�ែណ៍៍ និង

ចូ្ឆិលរ�ួច្ឆិ�ខែណ៍កជា�ួយអ៊ឹើីខែដុលក��ុងដោក�តុដោឡូ�ង

ដោ�កុំងទីីក្រុកុង។ ដោយ�ងក្រុតូុែការ�នុសុសដោដុ��បី

ដោធិើ�ការជា�ួយគំាបិដោងា�តុច្ឆិកខុែស័ិុយ ឱ្យកាសុ និង

វេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលវេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលtmkBITMB½rTI  05
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By Soben Ung By Soben Ung   
Ty Chum came to Lowell, Mas-Ty Chum came to Lowell, Mas-

sachusetts in 1990 as a child refugee. sachusetts in 1990 as a child refugee. 
He was born in a Thailand  refugee He was born in a Thailand  refugee 
camp to a family of three brothers and camp to a family of three brothers and 
three sisters. His father, a former mili-three sisters. His father, a former mili-
tary officer under General Lon Nol, tary officer under General Lon Nol, 
worked in the refugee camp as a Unit-worked in the refugee camp as a Unit-
ed Nations peacekeeper. As a result, ed Nations peacekeeper. As a result, 
his family was among the last to leave his family was among the last to leave 
the refugee camp. The United States the refugee camp. The United States 
government began taking Cambodian government began taking Cambodian 
refugees after the fall of the Khmer refugees after the fall of the Khmer 
Rouge regime which killed nearly 2 Rouge regime which killed nearly 2 
million people between 1975 – 1979, million people between 1975 – 1979, 
until the invasion by Vietnam. Be-until the invasion by Vietnam. Be-
tween 1980 – 1990, there were about tween 1980 – 1990, there were about 
150,000 Cambodian refugees resettled 150,000 Cambodian refugees resettled 
across the US. Today, about 50,000 across the US. Today, about 50,000 
Cambodian Americans live in Massa-Cambodian Americans live in Massa-
chusetts. Lowell holds the second chusetts. Lowell holds the second 
largest Cambodian community behind largest Cambodian community behind 
Long Beach, California.Long Beach, California.

“I am running for city council to “I am running for city council to 
give back to the communities that sup-give back to the communities that sup-
ported me” said Ty. He recalled the ported me” said Ty. He recalled the 
City of Lowell gave him and his fam-City of Lowell gave him and his fam-
ily so much over the years. “In 1990, ily so much over the years. “In 1990, 
we came to the United States as refu-we came to the United States as refu-
gees with nothing, Lowell took us in, gees with nothing, Lowell took us in, 
gave us housing, where I lived until I gave us housing, where I lived until I 

graduated from Lowell High School”. graduated from Lowell High School”. 
He then went to the University of He then went to the University of 
Massachusetts, Lowell and earned his Massachusetts, Lowell and earned his 
bachelor degree in Business Adminis-bachelor degree in Business Adminis-
tration in 2013.tration in 2013.

He is married to He is married to 
Chinda Sar, a registered Chinda Sar, a registered 
nurse working for Tufts nurse working for Tufts 
Health Plan. He is a Health Plan. He is a 
health insurance broker, health insurance broker, 
who helps the elderly who helps the elderly 
get free health insur-get free health insur-
ance through subsidies, ance through subsidies, 
a small business owner a small business owner 
and a motivational and a motivational 
speaker. Together they speaker. Together they 
have three children, Lo-have three children, Lo-
gan, 8; Troy, 5 and gan, 8; Troy, 5 and 
Nami, 2.Nami, 2.

Ty’s former job in-Ty’s former job in-
cluded community or-cluded community or-
ganizer at Lowell Hope ganizer at Lowell Hope 
and Healing Center be-and Healing Center be-
fore becoming a busi-fore becoming a busi-
ness owner. He is also a ness owner. He is also a 
former president of former president of 
Hanscom Toastmaster Club where he Hanscom Toastmaster Club where he 
received his training to be a motiva-received his training to be a motiva-
tional speaker. Ty has often recorded tional speaker. Ty has often recorded 
his running videos as self challenge, his running videos as self challenge, 
“pick yourself up” kind of message “pick yourself up” kind of message 

which resonates with many voters in which resonates with many voters in 
Lowell. Ty ran over 200 miles to help Lowell. Ty ran over 200 miles to help 
raise funds for Lowell High Football, raise funds for Lowell High Football, 
200 miles for Special Olympic, 100 200 miles for Special Olympic, 100 

miles for fighting blindness during miles for fighting blindness during 
this election season. One Facebook this election season. One Facebook 
follower commented, “Have a great follower commented, “Have a great 
run!! Thanks for these inspiring vid-run!! Thanks for these inspiring vid-
eos!!!”. In another posting, a resident eos!!!”. In another posting, a resident 

commented, “Good job! Plus now you commented, “Good job! Plus now you 
know how badly the sidewalks need to know how badly the sidewalks need to 
be improved”.be improved”.

When asked what he can bring to When asked what he can bring to 
the council, Ty said he hopes to help the council, Ty said he hopes to help 
the City of Lowell better communi-the City of Lowell better communi-
cate with its residents and be more cate with its residents and be more 
transparent with fiscal finances. “Cur-transparent with fiscal finances. “Cur-
rently, the City of Lowell releases its rently, the City of Lowell releases its 

finances once a year and people don’t finances once a year and people don’t 
know where the money is being spent. know where the money is being spent. 
I’d like to see the finance released I’d like to see the finance released 
monthly, and simplify the communi-monthly, and simplify the communi-

Cambodian born in a Refugee Camp Cambodian born in a Refugee Camp 
Now Runs for Lowell City CouncilNow Runs for Lowell City Council

From Page 06From Page 06
A Summary of Lowell Candidate ForumsA Summary of Lowell Candidate Forums
community”.community”.

District 8 has a portion of Cambo-District 8 has a portion of Cambo-
dia Town. Paul Ratha Yem said “we dia Town. Paul Ratha Yem said “we 
met with the previous administration met with the previous administration 
to have a Cambo-to have a Cambo-
dia Town sign on dia Town sign on 
the Lowell Con-the Lowell Con-
nector. When you nector. When you 
come down from come down from 
495, people can 495, people can 
take the exit and take the exit and 
the sign will take the sign will take 
you to Cambodia Town. We’ll be a you to Cambodia Town. We’ll be a 
tourist destination”.tourist destination”.

Sokhary Chau,Sokhary Chau, incumbent for dis- incumbent for dis-
trict 6 said “I have made a motion to trict 6 said “I have made a motion to 
have a sign off the highway and we’re have a sign off the highway and we’re 
talking about that and we hope to get a talking about that and we hope to get a 
gate for entrance gate for entrance to Cambodia Town.to Cambodia Town.  
It’s a gateway to connecting the South-It’s a gateway to connecting the South-
east Asian area to downtown and the east Asian area to downtown and the 

rest of the city. It’s a welcome area. rest of the city. It’s a welcome area. 
We want to make it a tourist destina-We want to make it a tourist destina-
tion, not just for tion, not just for 
people in Massa-people in Massa-
chusetts, but peo-chusetts, but peo-
ple from all over ple from all over 
the country, and the country, and 
the world to come the world to come 
to visit Cambodia to visit Cambodia 
Town”.Town”.

In closing, the charter change has In closing, the charter change has 
shifted the power as voters will vote shifted the power as voters will vote 
only one candidate for each district on only one candidate for each district on 
November 2nd. It is for certain that November 2nd. It is for certain that 
there will be 4-5 new faces elected to there will be 4-5 new faces elected to 
the city council from Downtown, Cen-the city council from Downtown, Cen-
tralville, the Acre and South Lowell, tralville, the Acre and South Lowell, 
as each district has new candidates. as each district has new candidates. 
This will make significant change to This will make significant change to 
the Lowell political landscape.the Lowell political landscape.

ការង្ការ” ។

ទីីក្រុកុងខែ�ែរ - ជុំ�នួយ�តួច្ឆិដោ�ត��ការអ៊ឹភិ្នំែឌ្ឍឍន៍

ខែដុលមានការ�ែ ស់ុបិតូរ ដោសុា�រខែតុក្រុ�ប់ិទីីក្រុកុង�ែូែ

ដោច្ឆិញចូ្ឆិល�នទីទួីលជុំ�នួយដោនះដោ�ដោ�លដោនះ 

ទីីក្រុកុងឡូូខែែល�ន�ក់ពាកយសុុ�សុង្កាា ត់ុ Ham-
ilton Canal និង ឧទីានឧសុាហក�ែ ទា�ង�ីរ

ក្រុតូុែ�នក្រុចានដោចាលដោបិកខជុំន �ី�សុាតុសុង្កាា ត់ុ

ដោល� ៥ �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “ ទីីក្រុកុងខែ�ែរ

�ួរខែតុជា�ដោក្រុមាង�ួយសុក្រុមាប់ិទីីក្រុកងុដោដុ��បដីោសុំ�សុុ�

�ូលនិធិិដោនះ និង    �តល់ឱ្យយវានូែអ៊ឹតុតសុញ្ញាា ណ៍

�ួយខែដុលវាសុ�ន�ងទីទួីល�ន ជា�ិដោសុសុមាន

សុហ��ន៍អាសីុុ   អាដោ�ំយ៍ដ៏ុធិ��ួយខែបិបិដោនះ” ។

សុង្កាា ត់ុទីី ៨ មានច្ឆិ�ខែណ៍កថ្ងៃនទីីក្រុកុងខែ�ែរ។ 

�ូល រ�ា ខែយុ��នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ “ដោយ�ង�ន

ជួុំបិជា�ួយរដុា�ល�ុនដោដុ��បីមាន�ែ កសុញ្ញាា

ទីីក្រុកុងខែ�ែរដោ�ដោល��ែូែទីីក្រុបិសុ�ើក្រុកុងឡូូខែែល 

ដោ�ដោ�លអំ៊ឹកចុ្ឆិះ�ី�ែូែ ៤៩៥ �នុសុសអាច្ឆិដោច្ឆិញ

�ន ដោហ�យសុញ្ញាា ន�ងនា�អំ៊ឹកដោ�ដុល់ទីីក្រុកុង

ខែ�ែរ។ ដោយ�ងន�ងកាែ យជាដោគាលដោ�ដោទីសុច្ឆិរណ៍៍” ។

សុុខារ ីដោ� បិច្ឆិុុបិបនំក្រុបិចា��ណ៍ឌ លសុង្កាា ត់ុ

ដោល� ៦ �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា “�ៀុ��នដោធិើ�ញតុតិ 

ដោដុ��បីឱ្យយមាន�ែ កសុញ្ញាា បិិទី�ែូែដោលប�នដោលឿន 

ដោហ�យដោយ�ងក��ុងនិ�យអ៊ឹ��ីដោរឿងដោនាះ ដោយ�ង

សុងឹ��ថាន�ងទីទួីល�នក្រុច្ឆិកចូ្ឆិលសុក្រុមាប់ិចូ្ឆិល

�កទីីក្រុកុងខែ�ែរ។ វា�ឺជាក្រុច្ឆិកតុភាជ ប់ិតុ�បិន់អាសីុុ

អាដោ�យ៍ំដោ�ទីីក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន និងកខែនែងដុថ្ងៃទីដោទីៀតុកុំង

ទីីក្រុកុង។ វាជាតុ�បិន់ទីទួីលសាើ ��ន៍ ដោយ�ងច្ឆិង់

ដោធិើ�ឱ្យយវាកាែ យជាដោគាលដោ�ដោទីសុច្ឆិរណ៍៍ �ិន

ក្រុតុ��ខែតុសុក្រុមាប់ិក្រុបិជាជុំនដោ�រដុាមុាសាឈដូោសុតុ

ដោនាះដោទី បុុិខែនតក្រុបិជាជុំន�ក�ីទូីទា�ងក្រុបិដោទីសុ និង

�ិភ្នំ�ដោលាក�កទីសុសនាទីីក្រុកុងខែ�ែរ“ ។

ដោ�ទីីបិញុ្ចូប់ិ ការ�ែ ស់ុបិតូរធិ�ែនុញ្ចូា�ន

�ែ ស់ុបិតូរអ៊ឹ�ណ្ឋាច្ឆិដោ�យសារអំ៊ឹកដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុន�ង

ដោ�ះដោឆំ្នាំតុឱ្យយដោបិកខជុំនមំាក់បុុិដោណ្ឋាណ ះសុក្រុមាប់ិ

�ណ៍ឌ លនី�ួយៗដោ�ថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី ២ ខែ�ែចិិិ្ឆិកា។ វាក្រុ�កដុ

ណ្ឋាស់ុថាន�ងមាន�ុ��ែីច្ឆិ�នួន ៤-៥ នាក់ខែដុល

ក្រុតូុែ�នដោក្រុជុំ�សុដោរ �សុជាក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាទីីក្រុកុង �ីទីី

ក្រុបិជុុំ�ជុំន Centralville   Acre និងឡូូខែែលខាងតុបូង

ដោ�យសារសុងកាត់ុនី�ួយៗមានដោបិកខជុំន�ែី។ 

ដោនះន�ងដោធិើ�ឱ្យយមានការ�ែ ស់ុបិតូរ�ុងសុ�ខាន់

ច្ឆិ�ដោពាះទិីដុាភា�នដោ��យទីីក្រុកុងឡូូខែែល៕

វេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលវេវ�ិកាាវេប�ខជនក្រុ�ុងឡូូដែវលtmkBITMB½rTI   06

Paul Ratha YemPaul Ratha Yem

Sokhary ChauSokhary Chau

Ty ChumTy Chum
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From Page 07From Page 07

Cambodian born in a Refugee Camp Cambodian born in a Refugee Camp 
Now Runs for Lowell City CouncilNow Runs for Lowell City Council

cation that goes out to the residents” cation that goes out to the residents” 
said Ty. He would also like to bring said Ty. He would also like to bring 
non-profit groups to meet in City Hall non-profit groups to meet in City Hall 
and have them be part of the solution and have them be part of the solution 
in addressing various issues from in addressing various issues from 
health to economic to education.health to economic to education.

Ty ran for city council at-large in Ty ran for city council at-large in 
2019 and received the top 12 place, as 2019 and received the top 12 place, as 
the top 9 became at-large councilors. the top 9 became at-large councilors. 
In this election cycle, Lowell’s new In this election cycle, Lowell’s new 

election system has 8 electoral dis-election system has 8 electoral dis-
tricts. Ty is running for district 8 which tricts. Ty is running for district 8 which 
represents the Highlands and part of represents the Highlands and part of 
Sacred Heart, his challenger is Erick Sacred Heart, his challenger is Erick 
Gitscher. District 8 has the 3rd highest Gitscher. District 8 has the 3rd highest 
number of Cambodian voters in Low-number of Cambodian voters in Low-
ell, with 26.1% Asian voters, 8.5% La-ell, with 26.1% Asian voters, 8.5% La-
tino, 4.5% Black and 60% White. In tino, 4.5% Black and 60% White. In 
the last election cycle, voter turnout the last election cycle, voter turnout 
was 18% overall.was 18% overall.
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Settlement Resolves AG’s Claims Settlement Resolves AG’s Claims 
that White’s Bakery Created a Hostile that White’s Bakery Created a Hostile 
Work EnvironmentWork Environment

  
PLYMOUTH – A Brockton-based PLYMOUTH – A Brockton-based 

bakery will pay up to $95,000 in pen-bakery will pay up to $95,000 in pen-
alties and restitution, require anti-bias alties and restitution, require anti-bias 
training for employees, and revise its training for employees, and revise its 
anti-discrimination policies in a settle-anti-discrimination policies in a settle-
ment reached with Attorney General ment reached with Attorney General 
Maura Healey’s Office over allega-Maura Healey’s Office over allega-
tions that an employee was repeatedly tions that an employee was repeatedly 
exposed to racial slurs in the work-exposed to racial slurs in the work-
place.place.

  
The settlement, filed in Plymouth The settlement, filed in Plymouth 

Superior Court, resolves a lawsuit Superior Court, resolves a lawsuit 
brought by the AG’s Office alleging brought by the AG’s Office alleging 
that White’s Bakery in Brockton vio-that White’s Bakery in Brockton vio-
lated the state’s anti-discrimination lated the state’s anti-discrimination 
law by creating a racially hostile work law by creating a racially hostile work 
environment in which one of its long-environment in which one of its long-
time supervisors repeatedly used ra-time supervisors repeatedly used ra-
cial epithets and slurs in front of sub-cial epithets and slurs in front of sub-
ordinate employees, including the ordinate employees, including the 
victim. According to the AG’s com-victim. According to the AG’s com-
plaint, the victim’s repeated exposure plaint, the victim’s repeated exposure 
to racially charged language in the to racially charged language in the 
workplace caused him to suffer severe workplace caused him to suffer severe 

emotional harm and eventually forced emotional harm and eventually forced 
him to quit his job. him to quit his job. 

“Workers should be able to do “Workers should be able to do 
their job in an environment safe and their job in an environment safe and 
free from harassment,” AG Healey free from harassment,” AG Healey 
said. “Employers need to ensure that said. “Employers need to ensure that 

they have the right training, policies they have the right training, policies 
and accountability to make sure things and accountability to make sure things 
like this don’t happen in their work-like this don’t happen in their work-
places.” places.” 

“Discrimination anywhere should “Discrimination anywhere should 
not be tolerated,” said Phyllis Ellis, not be tolerated,” said Phyllis Ellis, 

President of the Brockton Area Branch President of the Brockton Area Branch 
NAACP. “White’s Bakery and its NAACP. “White’s Bakery and its 
management have been held account-management have been held account-
able for creating an unacceptable and able for creating an unacceptable and 
racially hostile work environment. I racially hostile work environment. I 
was hopeful that this lawsuit would was hopeful that this lawsuit would 
bring change in policy at White's Bak-bring change in policy at White's Bak-
ery, and I think it has.”ery, and I think it has.”

  The AG’s complaint alleged that,   The AG’s complaint alleged that, 
in the four months the victim was em-in the four months the victim was em-
ployed at White’s Bakery in 2018, he ployed at White’s Bakery in 2018, he 
was routinely subjected to hateful lan-was routinely subjected to hateful lan-
guage by his supervisor, including the guage by his supervisor, including the 
use of variations of the N-word. The use of variations of the N-word. The 
victim is of mixed racial descent. The victim is of mixed racial descent. The 
AG’s Office further alleged that the AG’s Office further alleged that the 
bakery management knew that this su-bakery management knew that this su-
pervisor routinely used racial slurs in pervisor routinely used racial slurs in 
front of employees, but took no action front of employees, but took no action 
to correct it. to correct it. 

The Massachusetts Anti-Discrim-The Massachusetts Anti-Discrim-
ination Law, M.G.L. c. 151B, prohib-ination Law, M.G.L. c. 151B, prohib-
its harassment, retaliation, and other its harassment, retaliation, and other 
forms of discrimination in the work-forms of discrimination in the work-
place based on race, color, religious place based on race, color, religious 
creed, national origin, sex, gender creed, national origin, sex, gender 
identity, sexual orientation, disability, identity, sexual orientation, disability, 
genetic information, or ancestry. genetic information, or ancestry. 

Under the terms of the settlement, Under the terms of the settlement, 
White’s Bakery will pay $65,000 to White’s Bakery will pay $65,000 to 
the victim and up to $30,000 to the the victim and up to $30,000 to the 
Commonwealth, $15,000 of which Commonwealth, $15,000 of which 
will be suspended pending compli-will be suspended pending compli-
ance with the agreement. The bakery ance with the agreement. The bakery 
will also retain an external consultant will also retain an external consultant 
to review its policies and procedures, to review its policies and procedures, 
training programs, and its culture and training programs, and its culture and 
climate more broadly. Additionally, climate more broadly. Additionally, 
White’s Bakery will require all of its White’s Bakery will require all of its 
employees to complete anti-bias, anti-employees to complete anti-bias, anti-
discrimination and anti-harassment discrimination and anti-harassment 
training annually for three years, and training annually for three years, and 
its management will take an annual its management will take an annual 
enhanced unconscious bias training enhanced unconscious bias training 
for three years. It must also revise its for three years. It must also revise its 
anti-discrimination, anti-harassment anti-discrimination, anti-harassment 
and equal employment opportunity and equal employment opportunity 
policies. The former supervisor, who policies. The former supervisor, who 
is no longer employed at White’s Bak-is no longer employed at White’s Bak-
ery, will also be required to take anti-ery, will also be required to take anti-
bias training. bias training. 

The case is part of an ongoing ef-The case is part of an ongoing ef-
fort by the AG’s Office to combat hate, fort by the AG’s Office to combat hate, 
including in the workplace. The AG’s including in the workplace. The AG’s 
Civil Rights Division encourages Civil Rights Division encourages 
Massachusetts residents and employ-Massachusetts residents and employ-
ees who have experienced instances of ees who have experienced instances of 
discrimination and hateful acts in the discrimination and hateful acts in the 
workplace to call (617) 963-2917 or to workplace to call (617) 963-2917 or to 
file a complaint online at www.mass.file a complaint online at www.mass.
gov/ago/civilrightscomplaint.gov/ago/civilrightscomplaint.

BROCKTON BAKERY TO PAY RESTITUTION AND PEN-BROCKTON BAKERY TO PAY RESTITUTION AND PEN-
ALTIES AND REVISE ANTI-DISCRIMINATION POLI-ALTIES AND REVISE ANTI-DISCRIMINATION POLI-

CIES IN SETTLEMENT WITH AG’S OFFICECIES IN SETTLEMENT WITH AG’S OFFICE
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ទីីក្រុកុង Silver Spring, MD - ថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី៩ 

ខែ�តុុលា ឆំ្នាំ� ២០២១ - ហុុ��័ទិីដោ�យក្រុកុ�

ក្រុ�ួសាររបិស់ុគាត់ុ ដោលាកដោែជុំជបិណ៍ឌិ តុសុុែណ៍ណ 

ទុីន ទីទួីល�នការដោគារ�រាប់ិអានជា

ដោ�ដុ�កនា�សុងគ�ដោ�កុំងសុហ��ន៍អាសីុុ 

សុហ��ន៍ខែ�ែរ និងសុហ��ន៍�ុទិីសាសុនិក

ដោ�រដុា Maryland សុង្កាា ត់ុ Columbia និង

សុង្កាា ត់ុ Virginia �នទីទួីល�រណ៍ភា� 

ដោ�ថ្ងៃ�ៃដោ�រទី៍ី៩ ខែ�តុុលា ឆំ្នាំ� ២០២១ ដោ�

�នារីដោ�ទីយជាយក្រុកងុ Bethesda កុំងជុំនាែ យុ 

៨១ ឆំ្នាំ�។

អាជីុំ�ដ៏ុយូរអ៊ឹខែងើង និងដោលច្ឆិដោធាែ របិស់ុ

ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុ រ�ួទា�ងការបិដោក្រុ��ការង្ការ

ជា�ួយសាថ នទូីតុអាដោ�រកិដោ�ក្រុបិដោទីសុទុីយ

នីសីុុ និងការង្ការ�តល់ក្រុបិ�កាដោ�បិល់ដុល់ទីី

ភំាក់ង្ការសុហរដុាអាដោ�រកិសុក្រុមាប់ិការអ៊ឹភិ្នំែឌ្ឍឍ

អ៊ឹនតរជាតិុ ដោ�កាត់ុថា (USAID) ដោ�កុំង

បិណ្ឋាត ក្រុបិដោទីសុអាន្រ្តីហើកិខែដុលនិ�យភាសា

�រា�ង។ ដោក្រុកាយ�កដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន �ន

ដោធិើ�ការដោ�ក្រុកសួុងកសិុក�ែអាដោ�រកិ កុំង

ការ�ិល័យទីទួីលបិនាុកខែ�កំហិរញ្ចូាកិ និង

ពាណិ៍ជុំជក�ែអាដោ�រកិ និង�ណ៍�ក�ែការ

�តល់ឱ្យកាសុការង្ការដោសុែ�ភា�គំា ដោ�កាត់ុ

ថា (EEOC) ។ ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន ក៏�ន

លះបិង់ជីុំែតិុអ៊ឹស់ុជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នទីសុែតុសរកុំ៍ងការ

�តល់ដោសុវាសាធារណ៍� ដោលាកក្រុតុូែ�នដោ�

សាគ ល់ភា�ដោក្រុច្ឆិ�ន ដោ�យសារការ�ិតុ��

ដោល�កសុាយួ គា�ក្រុទី និងការពារ�លក្រុបិដោ�ជុំន៍

ក្រុបិជាជុំនខែ�ែរ និង�ុទិីសាសុនិកដោ�កុំង

សុហ��ន៍កុំងស្រាសុុករបិស់ុដោលាក។

Sanjana Quasem �ក�ីក�ែែធីិិ��និតុ

�តួច្ឆិដោ�ត��ខែ�កំសុុ�ភា�អាសីុុ-អាដោ�រកិ ដោ�

កាត់ុថា (AAHI) �ននិ�យថា “អំ៊ឹកខែដុល

សាគ ល់បិណ៍ឌិ តុសុុែណ៍ណ សាគ ល់គាត់ុដោ�យសារ

ភា�សុបិបុរសុ និងច្ឆិរតិុសុែតូុបូិតុរបិស់ុគាត់ុ។ 

“ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុ�ឺជាអំ៊ឹក   តុសូុុ�តិុខែដុល�ិន

ដោច្ឆិះដោនឿយហត់ុសុក្រុមាប់ិសុហ��ន៍ខែ�ែរ និង

�ន�ិតុ��ដោធិើ�ការដោដុ��បសុីុ�ុមាលភា�របិស់ុ

�នុសុសទា�ងអ៊ឹស់ុ។ ដោនះ�ិតុជាការ�ត់ុបិង់

�ួយសុក្រុមាប់ិ AAHI សុហ��ន៍អាសីុុ-

អាដោ�រកិ និងសុហ��ន៍ទា�ង�ូល” ។

ដោក�តុដោ�ថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី៥ ខែ�តុុលា ឆំ្នាំ�១៩៤០ 

ដោ�កុំងភូ្នំ�ិអ៊ឹនែង់ក្រុតាក់កុំងដោ�តុត�ត់ុដុ�បិង 

ក្រុបិដោទីសុក�ុុជា បិណ៍ឌិ តុ ទុីន �ឺជាសិុសុស��រូ

កុំងអាជីុំ�សិុការបិស់ុគាត់ុដោ�យរ �លង

ថំាក់តា�ង�ីដោ�ដោកែង�ុនដោ�លបិញុ្ចូប់ិការសិុកា

ថំាក់បិរញិ្ញាា បិក្រុតុភាសាខែ�ែរនិងភាសា �រា�ង។ 

គាត់ុ�នទីទួីលអាហារបូិករណ៍៍�ីរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល

អាដោ�រកិដោដុ��បបីិនតការសិុកាដោហ�យបិនាា ប់ិ�ី

ទីទួីល�នបិរញិ្ញាា បិក្រុតុ គាត់ុ�នក្រុតុឡូប់ិ

�កក្រុបិដោទីសុក�ុុជាែញិដោ�ឆំ្នាំ�១៩៦៦។ 

ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន ក្រុតូុែ�នក្រុកសួុងកសិុក�ែ

ជួុំលឲ្យយដោធិើ�ការ ដោហ�យកុំងអ៊ឹ�ឡុូងដោ�លដោនះ 

គាត់ុក៏�នបិដោក្រុង�នដោ�សាលាកសិុក�ែ

ខែក្រុ�កដោលៀបិ ែទិីាល័យភាសាខែ�ែរ - អ៊ឹង់ដោ�ែសុ 

សាកលែទិីាល័យភំ្នំ�ដោ�ញ និងសាកល

ែទិីាល័យកសិុក�ែ។ ដោ�ឆំ្នាំ�១៩៧១ គាត់ុ

�នទីទួីលសុញ្ញាា បិក្រុតុច្ឆិាប់ិ�រា�ង�ី

�ហាែទិីាល័យច្ឆិាប់ិ និងែទិីាសាស្ត្រីសុត

ដោសុដុាកិចុ្ឆិ។

ដោ�ក្រុកសួុងកសិុក�ែ កុំងនា�ជានា

យកខែ�នការ បិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន ទីទួីល�ុសុក្រុតុូែ

ដោល��ែកិាក្រុកសួុង ជុំ�នួយបិរដោទីសុ ការនា�ចូ្ឆិល 

និងនា�ដោច្ឆិញកសិុ�លរបិស់ុក្រុបិដោទីសុ។ ដោលាក

លន់ ណុ៍ល ក្រុបិធានសាធារណ៍រដុាខែ�ែរ�ន

ខែតុងតា�ងបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន ជាក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាក្រុបិ�កា

ដោសុដុាកិចុ្ឆិជាតិុក�ុុជា។

ដោ�ឆំ្នាំ�១៩៧២ ដោ�ដោ�លសុន្រ្តីង្កាគ �ដោ�

ក�ុុជាដោក�តុខាែ �ងដោឡូ�ងៗ បិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន�ន

ទីទួីលយកអាហារូបិករណ៍៍របិស់ុ

អ៊ឹងគការសុហក្រុបិជាជាតិុ ដោដុ��បបីិនតការសិុកា

ដោ�សុហរដុាអាដោ�រកិ។ ជា�ួយក្រុបិ�និរបិស់ុ

គាត់ុ ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុ�នចិ្ឆិញុ្ចូ��ក្រុ�ួសាររបិស់ុ

គាត់ុ �ណ៍�ដោ�លគាត់ុក��ុងសិុកាខែ�ំក

ដោសុដុាកិចុ្ឆិ ដោ�សាកលែទិីាល័យ Tennes-

see និងដោធិើ�ការដោ�សុណ្ឋាា គារ Andrew 

Johnson ដោ� Knoxville កុំងនា�ជា

អំ៊ឹកក្រុ�ប់ិក្រុ�ងទូីដោ�។ ដោ�ឆំ្នាំ�១៩៧៧ គាត់ុ

�នបិញុ្ចូប់ិថំាក់បិណ៍ឌិ តុខែ�ំកដោសុដុាកិចុ្ឆិ។ 

បិនាា ប់ិ�ីដោធិើ�ការអ៊ឹស់ុជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នឆំ្នាំ�ដោ�ក្រុបិដោទីសុ

Silver Spring, MD — October 9, Silver Spring, MD — October 9, 
2021— Surrounded by his family, Dr. 2021— Surrounded by his family, Dr. 
Sovan Tun, revered civic leader in the Sovan Tun, revered civic leader in the 
Asian, Cambodian and Buddhist com-Asian, Cambodian and Buddhist com-
munities of Maryland, the District of munities of Maryland, the District of 
Columbia and Virginia, passed away Columbia and Virginia, passed away 
peacefully on Saturday, October 9, peacefully on Saturday, October 9, 
2021, at Suburban Hospi-2021, at Suburban Hospi-
tal in Bethesda. He was tal in Bethesda. He was 
81.81.

Dr. Tun’s long and dis-Dr. Tun’s long and dis-
tinguished professional tinguished professional 
career included stints at career included stints at 
the US Embassy in Tuni-the US Embassy in Tuni-
sia and consulting for the sia and consulting for the 
US Agency for Interna-US Agency for Interna-
tional Development (US-tional Development (US-
AID) in French‐speaking AID) in French‐speaking 
African countries. Later, Dr. Tun African countries. Later, Dr. Tun 
worked for the US Department of Ag-worked for the US Department of Ag-
riculture, the US Mint, and the Equal riculture, the US Mint, and the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commis-Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion (EEOC). Dr. Tun also devoted sion (EEOC). Dr. Tun also devoted 
decades of his life to public service, decades of his life to public service, 
and he was most known for his efforts and he was most known for his efforts 
to elevate, support and defend the in-to elevate, support and defend the in-
terests of Cambodians and Buddhists terests of Cambodians and Buddhists 
within his local communities.within his local communities.

“Anyone who knew Sovan knew “Anyone who knew Sovan knew 
him for his kindness and gentle na-him for his kindness and gentle na-
ture,” said Sanjana Quasem, from ture,” said Sanjana Quasem, from 
Asian American Health Initiative Asian American Health Initiative 
(AAHI). “He was a tireless advocate (AAHI). “He was a tireless advocate 
for the Cambodian community and for the Cambodian community and 
worked hard to better the wellbeing of worked hard to better the wellbeing of 
all people. This is truly a loss for all people. This is truly a loss for 
AAHI, the Asian American commu-AAHI, the Asian American commu-
nity, and the community overall.”nity, and the community overall.”

Born October 5, 1940, in the vil-Born October 5, 1940, in the vil-
lage Anlong Tradak in the Cambodian lage Anlong Tradak in the Cambodian 
province of Battambang, Dr. Tun was province of Battambang, Dr. Tun was 
an exemplary student throughout his an exemplary student throughout his 
academic career, skipping grades as a academic career, skipping grades as a 
young boy, before graduating early young boy, before graduating early 
with both Khmer and French Bacca-with both Khmer and French Bacca-
laureates. He won a scholarship from laureates. He won a scholarship from 
the US government to continue his the US government to continue his 
studies, and after earning his bache-studies, and after earning his bache-
lor’s, he returned to Cambodia in lor’s, he returned to Cambodia in 
1966. Dr. Tun was hired by the Minis-1966. Dr. Tun was hired by the Minis-
try of Agriculture, and during this pe-try of Agriculture, and during this pe-
riod, he also taught at Prek Leap Agri-riod, he also taught at Prek Leap Agri-
culture School, the Khmer‐English culture School, the Khmer‐English 
High School, the University Phnom High School, the University Phnom 
Penh and the University of Agricul-Penh and the University of Agricul-
ture. By 1971 he had earned a French ture. By 1971 he had earned a French 
law degree from the Faculté de Droit law degree from the Faculté de Droit 

et des Sciences Économiques.et des Sciences Économiques.

At the Ministry of Agriculture, as At the Ministry of Agriculture, as 
Director of Planning, Dr. Tun was re-Director of Planning, Dr. Tun was re-
sponsible for the ministry’s budget, sponsible for the ministry’s budget, 
foreign aid, and the country’s agricul-foreign aid, and the country’s agricul-
tural imports and exports. Lon Nol, tural imports and exports. Lon Nol, 

President of the Khmer Republic, ap-President of the Khmer Republic, ap-
pointed Dr. Tun to Cambodia’s Na-pointed Dr. Tun to Cambodia’s Na-
tional Economic Advisory Council.tional Economic Advisory Council.

In 1972, as the war in Cambodia In 1972, as the war in Cambodia 
escalated, Dr. Tun accepted a United escalated, Dr. Tun accepted a United 
Nations ’ fellowship to continue his Nations ’ fellowship to continue his 
graduate studies in the US. With his graduate studies in the US. With his 
wife, he raised his family, while also wife, he raised his family, while also 
studying economics at the University studying economics at the University 
of Tennessee and running the iconic of Tennessee and running the iconic 
Andrew Johnson Hotel in Knoxville, Andrew Johnson Hotel in Knoxville, 
as its general manager. In 1977 he as its general manager. In 1977 he 
completed his Ph.D. in Economics. completed his Ph.D. in Economics. 
After working for several years in Tu-After working for several years in Tu-
nis, Tunisia, he moved with his family nis, Tunisia, he moved with his family 
to Maryland.to Maryland.

In Silver Spring in the 1980’s, Dr. In Silver Spring in the 1980’s, Dr. 
Tun assumed a leadership role in the Tun assumed a leadership role in the 
Cambodian, Buddhist and Asian Cambodian, Buddhist and Asian 
American communities that would American communities that would 
last the rest of his life. He began by last the rest of his life. He began by 
assisting dozens of family members assisting dozens of family members 
and other Cambodians to emigrate to and other Cambodians to emigrate to 
the United States in the aftermath of the United States in the aftermath of 
the Khmer Rouge’s bloody reign of the Khmer Rouge’s bloody reign of 
terror. Later, he helped establish the terror. Later, he helped establish the 
Cambodian Buddhist Temple located Cambodian Buddhist Temple located 
in Colesville. Appointed to the Mary-in Colesville. Appointed to the Mary-
land Governor's Commission on Asian land Governor's Commission on Asian 
Pacific AmericanPacific American

Affairs in 1998, Dr. Tun was also Affairs in 1998, Dr. Tun was also 
selected that same year to sit on the selected that same year to sit on the 
Asian and Pacific Islander Advisory Asian and Pacific Islander Advisory 
Group for Maryland’s Montgomery Group for Maryland’s Montgomery 
County Executive. Dr. Tun was a County Executive. Dr. Tun was a 
member of the board of directors for member of the board of directors for 
the Interfaith Council (IFC) of Metro-the Interfaith Council (IFC) of Metro-
politan Washington.politan Washington.

Dr. Sovan Tun, Prominent Leader of CambodianDr. Sovan Tun, Prominent Leader of Cambodian  
and Buddhist Communities in Maryland, the and Buddhist Communities in Maryland, the 
District of Columbia and Virginia, Dies at 81District of Columbia and Virginia, Dies at 81

បណ្ឌិិិ� សិុវណ្ឌិណ �ុន ខ្មៅម�ឹ�នាំំសិហ៊ុ�មន៍ដែ�ែរ និងក្រុពះពុ�ិ
សាសិនាំខ្មៅ�រ�ឋ  MarylandMaryland  សិង្កាា��់ ColumbiaColumbia និងសិង្កាា��់ 

VirginiaVirginia ��ួលមរណ្ឌិភាព�ុ�ងជនាំៅ�យុ ៨១ ឆ្នាំំ�ំ

តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី១៥តុទៅ�ទី�ព័័រទីី១៥
Please seePlease see  /14/14
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ឯកជុំនដោដុ��បី�លក្រុបិដោ�ជុំន៍�ា ល់�ែួន 
អ៊ឹ�ដោ���ុករលួយទាក់ទីងន�ងកិចុ្ឆិសុនារបិស់ុ
រ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល ឬការទាញយកធិនធានធិ�ែជាតិុ 
ឬការសូុក�ុន់” ។

ដោល�សុ�ីដោនះដោទីៀតុ រ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល
សុហរដុាអាដោ�រកិ�ន�ក់ទីណ៍ឌ ក�ែដោល�
អ៊ឹងគភា�ចុ្ឆិះបិញ្ចូជ ីដោ�ក�ុុជាច្ឆិ�នួន ១០ 
ដោ�សងដោទីៀតុ ខែដុលជាក�ែសិុទីិិឬក្រុ�ប់ិក្រុ�ង
ដោ�យក្រុកុ�ហុុនភា�៖ ក្រុកុ�ហុុននា�ដោច្ឆិញ
នា�ចូ្ឆិល M.D.S.Import Export Co. ក្រុក�ុហុុន
ខែ�សុៃួតុ (Try Pheap Dry Port Co., Ltd.) 
ក្រុក�ុហុុន ែសិុើក�ែ និងសុ�ណ៍ង់ (Try Pheap 
Engineering & Construction Co., Ltd.) 
ក្រុកុ�ហុុន Try Pheap Grand Royal Co., 
Ltd.; ក្រុក�ុហុុន Try Pheap Im- port Export 
Co., Ltd.; ក្រុកុ�ហុុនដោក្រុបិងឥនិន�Papa 
Petroleum Co., Ltd.; ក្រុកុ�ហុុនអ៊ឹច្ឆិលន�
ក្រុទី�យក្រុទីីភា� (Try Pheap Property 
Co.,Ltd.) ក្រុក�ុហុុនដោធិើ�ដុ�ដោណ៍� រ និងដោទីសុច្ឆិរណ៍៍ 
(Try Pheap Travel & Tours Co.,Ltd.) 
ក្រុកុ�ហុុន�ែ� (M D S Thmorda S E Z 
Co., Ltd.) និងក្រុកុ�ហុុនក្រុទីីភា�អូ៊ឹរ�ុ�ែ 
(Try Pheap Oyadav S E Z Co.)។

ដោសុច្ឆិកតខីែ�ែងការណ៍៍ដោនះ�នបិខែនថ�ថា 
“ក្រុទីីភា��នដោក្រុបិ�បិណ្ឋាត ញដ៏ុធិ�របិស់ុគាត់ុ
ដោ�ខាងកុំងក្រុបិដោទីសុក�ុុជាដោដុ��បីបិដោងា�តុ
សុ�័ុនិកាប់ិដោឈ��ុសុច្ឆិាប់ិក្រុទីង់ក្រុទាយធិ� 

ខែដុល��ងខែ�អកដោល�ការ�ុបិ  �ិតុ�ី�ន្រ្តីនតី
ក�ុុជាដោដុ��បីរ�ួបិញូុ្ចូលទា�ងការទិីញការ
ការពារ�ីរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល ការការពារ�ីដោ�ធា
ច្ឆិ�ដោពាះច្ឆិលនា�លិតុ�ល�ុសុច្ឆិាប់ិរបិស់ុ
គាត់ុ”។ ក្រុទីីភា��នដោក្រុបិ�ដោ�ធាក�ុុជាដោដុ��បី
ដោធិើ� សុក�ែភា�ជួុំញដូុរដោឈ�របិស់ុគាត់ុ និង
លក់ដោ�ឱ្យយឈែួញដោ�ក្រុបិដោទីសុដោែៀតុណ្ឋា� 
ចិ្ឆិន អឺ៊ឹរ ុបុិ និង   រសុុសុី។ ការគា�ក្រុទីរបិស់ុ�ន្រ្តីនតី
ទា�ងដោនះដោធិើ�ឱ្យយ�ិ�កដុល់អាជាៀ ធិរ�ូល�ា ន
កុំងការចាត់ុែធិានការតា��ែូែច្ឆិាប់ិក្រុបិឆ្នាំ�ង
ន�ងក្រុទីីភា� ជាឧទាហរណ៍៍�ន្រ្តីនតឧីទីានជាតិុ
ក�ុជុាក្រុតូុែ�នក្រុទីីភា�បិង់លុយ ដោដុ��បរីកា
ក្រុបិតិុបិតុតិការរបិស់ុគាត់ុជាការសុមាៃ ត់ុ�ី
សុហ��ន៍អ៊ឹនតរជាតិុ។

ដោ�ដោក្រុកា�ច្ឆិាប់ិ Global Manetsky 
Act បុិ�គលខែដុល�នក�ណ៍ត់ុ និងក្រុក�ុហុុន
របិស់ុគាត់ុក្រុតូុែ�នហា�ឃាត់ុ�ិនឱ្យយដោធិើ�
អាជីុំែក�ែជា�ួយរ�ា ភិ្នំ�លសុហរដុាអាដោ�រកិ។ 
ដោ�កុំងលកខ�ណ៍ឌ ទូីដោ�ដោនះរ�ួបិញូុ្ចូលទា�ង 
ការបិងាក និងរារា�ងក្រុទី�យសុ�បតុតិ និងការ
បិដិុដោសុធិការ�ិនឲ្យយចូ្ឆិលដោ�កុំងទី�កដីុសុ
ហរដុាអាដោ�រកិ។ ដោនះ�ក់កក្រុ�ិតុដោល��ន្រ្តីនតី
រ�ា ភិ្នំ�លដោលាកហុុន ខែសុន �ីការដោធិើ�អាជីុំែក�ែ 
និងវាជាដោហតុុ�ល�ួយកុំងច្ឆិ�ដោណ្ឋា�
ដោហតុុ�លជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នខែដុលក្រុក�ុហុុនបិញុុ្ចូះបិញូុ្ចូល
�ួយដោ�ទីីក្រុកុងវុាសីុុនដោតាន ឌី្ឍសីុុ ក្រុតុូែ�ន
ជួុំលដោ�យរ�ា ភិ្នំ�លក�ុជុាកាល�ីខែ��ុន៕

ក្រុ�ុមហ៊ុុុន ក្រុ�ីភាាពក្រុ�ុប ដែ�លក្រុ�ូវបាានក្រុ�ុមហ៊ុុុន ក្រុ�ីភាាពក្រុ�ុប ដែ�លក្រុ�ូវបាានtmkBITMB½rTI   02

the misappropriation of statement as-the misappropriation of statement as-
sets, the expropriation of private as-sets, the expropriation of private as-
sets for personal gain, corruption re-sets for personal gain, corruption re-
lated to governmental contracts or lated to governmental contracts or 
extraction of natural resources, or extraction of natural resources, or 
bribery.”bribery.”

Additionally, the U.S government Additionally, the U.S government 
sanctioned 10 other Cambodia-regis-sanctioned 10 other Cambodia-regis-
tered entities that are owned or con-tered entities that are owned or con-
trolled by Pheap: M.D.S.Import Ex-trolled by Pheap: M.D.S.Import Ex-
port Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Dry Port port Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Dry Port 
Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Engineering & Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Engineering & 
Construction Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Construction Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap 
Grand Royal Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Im- Grand Royal Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Im- 
port Export Co., Ltd.; Papa Petroleum port Export Co., Ltd.; Papa Petroleum 
Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Property Co.,Ltd.; Co., Ltd.; Try Pheap Property Co.,Ltd.; 
Try Pheap Travel & Tours Co.,Ltd.; M Try Pheap Travel & Tours Co.,Ltd.; M 
D S Thmorda S E Z Co., Ltd.; and Try D S Thmorda S E Z Co., Ltd.; and Try 
Pheap Oyadav S E Z Co. Pheap Oyadav S E Z Co. 

The statement further included The statement further included 
that “Pheap has used his vast network that “Pheap has used his vast network 
inside Cambodia to build a large scale inside Cambodia to build a large scale 
illegal logging consortium that relies illegal logging consortium that relies 
on the collusion of Cambodian offi-on the collusion of Cambodian offi-
cials, to include purchasing protection cials, to include purchasing protection 
from the government, includingfrom the government, including

military protection, for the move-military protection, for the move-
ment of his illegal products.” Pheap ment of his illegal products.” Pheap 
used the Cambodian military to enable used the Cambodian military to enable 
his timber trafficking activities and his timber trafficking activities and 
sell to buyers in Vietnam, China, Eu-sell to buyers in Vietnam, China, Eu-
rope, and Russia. The support of these rope, and Russia. The support of these 
officials makes it difficult for local au-officials makes it difficult for local au-
thorities to take lawful action against thorities to take lawful action against 
Pheap, for example, Cambodian Na-Pheap, for example, Cambodian Na-
tional Park officials were paid by tional Park officials were paid by 
Pheap to keep his operations secret Pheap to keep his operations secret 
from the international community.from the international community.

Under the Global Manetsky Act, Under the Global Manetsky Act, 
a designated person and his compa-a designated person and his compa-
nies are barred from doing businesses nies are barred from doing businesses 
with the United States government. In with the United States government. In 
general terms this includes freezing general terms this includes freezing 
and blocking assets and deny entry and blocking assets and deny entry 
into the United States. This limits top into the United States. This limits top 
Hun Sen government officials from Hun Sen government officials from 
doing business and it’s one of many doing business and it’s one of many 
reasons a lobby firm in Washington reasons a lobby firm in Washington 
D.C. was hired last month by the Cam-D.C. was hired last month by the Cam-
bodian government.bodian government.

Try Pheap Group — blacklisted by Global Try Pheap Group — blacklisted by Global 
Manetsky Act to develop Cambodia RabbitManetsky Act to develop Cambodia Rabbit  
Island, Kep Province for $130 MillionIsland, Kep Province for $130 Million
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Dr. Tun’s work for Cambodians Dr. Tun’s work for Cambodians 
and Buddhists, as well as the Asian and Buddhists, as well as the Asian 
community at large, was not only local community at large, was not only local 
and nationally significant, but also in-and nationally significant, but also in-
ternationally recognized. On the ternationally recognized. On the 
Board of Directors of Global Peace Board of Directors of Global Peace 
Services (GPS) USA, Dr. Tun contrib-Services (GPS) USA, Dr. Tun contrib-
uted to worldwide efforts on behalf of uted to worldwide efforts on behalf of 
the Asian community and Asian the Asian community and Asian 
Americans, as well as interfaith and Americans, as well as interfaith and 
intercultural work promoting and pro-intercultural work promoting and pro-
tecting Buddhists.tecting Buddhists.

In 2015, Dr. Tun was among Bud-In 2015, Dr. Tun was among Bud-
dhist and Catholic leaders who met dhist and Catholic leaders who met 
personally with Pope Francis for a personally with Pope Francis for a 
first‐of‐its‐kind religious summit at first‐of‐its‐kind religious summit at 
the Vatican—the Buddhist‐Catholic the Vatican—the Buddhist‐Catholic 
Dialogue on Suffering, Liberation, Dialogue on Suffering, Liberation, 
and Fraternity. Convened by the pope, and Fraternity. Convened by the pope, 
the summit addressed relational suf-the summit addressed relational suf-
fering, building ties between the two fering, building ties between the two 
faiths, and identifying collaborative faiths, and identifying collaborative 
opportunities to work together for so-opportunities to work together for so-
cial justice.cial justice.

In addition, Dr. Tun, a lifelong, In addition, Dr. Tun, a lifelong, 
dedicated Buddhist, served for more dedicated Buddhist, served for more 
than 20 years as President of the Cam-than 20 years as President of the Cam-
bodian Buddhist Society, at the Cam-bodian Buddhist Society, at the Cam-
bodian Buddhist Temple in Silver bodian Buddhist Temple in Silver 
Spring. Prior to that, he served ten Spring. Prior to that, he served ten 
years as its General Secretary.years as its General Secretary.

At the time of his death, he was At the time of his death, he was 
President Emeritus, awarded the title President Emeritus, awarded the title 
in 2018. Despite his busy schedule, he in 2018. Despite his busy schedule, he 
still found time to teach chanting and still found time to teach chanting and 
lessons on Buddhism to youth at the lessons on Buddhism to youth at the 

Temple. He was still highly active in Temple. He was still highly active in 
his community until the time of his his community until the time of his 
death.death.

“Tun Sovan is one of the rare per-“Tun Sovan is one of the rare per-
sons we all should respect and pay sons we all should respect and pay 
gratitude to. He has dedicated his gratitude to. He has dedicated his 
knowledge to build humanitarian and knowledge to build humanitarian and 
social work, and importantly, in Bud-social work, and importantly, in Bud-
dhist teachings,” said Venerable Ouk dhist teachings,” said Venerable Ouk 
Chan Han, head monk of Vatt Bud-Chan Han, head monk of Vatt Bud-
dhikarama, a Maryland Buddhist dhikarama, a Maryland Buddhist 
monastery. “He has done so much monastery. “He has done so much 
from his heart.”from his heart.”

Dr. Tun was the only son of Mr. Dr. Tun was the only son of Mr. 
Yan Tun and Mrs. Ham Muth Paduma, Yan Tun and Mrs. Ham Muth Paduma, 
both deceased. He is survived by his both deceased. He is survived by his 
wife, Mrs. Yok‐Bean Ngor; and three wife, Mrs. Yok‐Bean Ngor; and three 
children: daughter Sophally Tun, and children: daughter Sophally Tun, and 
sons Larry Tun and Dr. Sovanrith Tun; sons Larry Tun and Dr. Sovanrith Tun; 
sisters Neary Tun, Yun Tun, and So-sisters Neary Tun, Yun Tun, and So-
kon Tun; and four grandchildren: Sa-kon Tun; and four grandchildren: Sa-
bina McCormick, Calix McCormick, bina McCormick, Calix McCormick, 
Jason Tun, and Justin Tun. He also Jason Tun, and Justin Tun. He also 
leaves behind a grateful, but grieving, leaves behind a grateful, but grieving, 
community of family, friends, and col-community of family, friends, and col-
leagues.leagues.

Various services will be held be-Various services will be held be-
ginning Thursday, October 14, and ginning Thursday, October 14, and 
continuing through Saturday, October continuing through Saturday, October 
16, at the Cambodian Buddhist Tem-16, at the Cambodian Buddhist Tem-
ple in Silver Spring.ple in Silver Spring.

Flowers can be sent, and dona-Flowers can be sent, and dona-
tions made in memory of Dr. Sovan tions made in memory of Dr. Sovan 
Tun, to the Cambodian Temple, 13800 Tun, to the Cambodian Temple, 13800 
New Hampshire Avenue, Silver New Hampshire Avenue, Silver 
Spring, MD 20904.Spring, MD 20904.

Additional information can be Additional information can be 
found at http://bit.ly/SovanTunMemo-found at http://bit.ly/SovanTunMemo-
rial.rial.
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Dr. Sovan Tun, Prominent Leader of Dr. Sovan Tun, Prominent Leader of 
CambodianCambodian and Buddhist Communities  and Buddhist Communities 

in Maryland, the  District ofin Maryland, the  District of
 Columbia and Virginia, Dies at 81 Columbia and Virginia, Dies at 81(ភំ្នំ�ដោ�ញ)៖ លកខ�ណ៍ឌ ដោធិើ�ដុ�ដោណ៍� រ 

ការអ៊ឹនុែតុតែធិានសុុខាភិ្នំ�ល និងការ

ដោធិើ�ច្ឆិតាត ឡីូស័ុកដោ�ក�ុុជា សុក្រុមាប់ិ

អំ៊ឹកដុ�ដោណ៍� រចូ្ឆិល�កក�ុុជា ស្រាសុបិតា�

�នែងក្រុបិក្រុកតីុភា��ែី ក្រុតុូែអ៊ឹនុែតុតចាប់ិ�ី

ថ្ងៃ�ៃទីី១៨ ខែ�តុុលា ឆំ្នាំ�២០២១ដោនះតុដោ�។ 

ដោគាលការណ៍៍ និងលកខ�ណ៍ឌ �ែ ីរបិស់ុក្រុក

សួុងសុុខាភិ្នំ�លសុីី�ី ែធិានការច្ឆិកាត

ឡីូស័ុកច្ឆិ�ដោពាះអំ៊ឹក�ក�ីបិរដោទីសុ៖

១-សុក្រុមាប់ិ�ន្រ្តីនតជីាន់�ុស់ុរាជុំរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល 

ក្រុតូុែអ៊ឹនុែតុតច្ឆិកាត ឡីូសុក័តា�ដោសុច្ឆិកតី

សុដោក្រុ�ច្ឆិ�ីរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល ។

២-សុក្រុមាប់ិ�ន្រ្តីនតរីាជុំការខែដុលក្រុតុឡូប់ិ

�ីបិ�ដោ�ញដោបិសុកក�ែ �ន្រ្តីនតីទូីតុបិរដោទីសុ 

�ន្រ្តីនតអី៊ឹងគការអ៊ឹនតរជាតិុ ែនិិដោ��ិន(ខែដុល

�នចាក់វាក់សា�ងដោហ�យ) ដោធិើ�ច្ឆិកាត ឡីូ

ស័ុក ៣ថ្ងៃ�ៃ ។

៣-ក្រុបិជាជុំនសា�ញ្ចូា ជុំនបិរដោទីសុ 

(ខែដុល�នចាក់វាក់សា�ងដោហ�យ) ដោធិើ�

ច្ឆិកាត ឡីូស័ុក ៧ថ្ងៃ�ៃ និង៤-អំ៊ឹកខែដុល

�ិនទាន់�នចាក់វាក់សា�ង ឬចាក់

�ិនទាន់ក្រុ�ប់ិដូុសុដោធិើ�ច្ឆិកាត ឡីូស័ុក ១៤ថ្ងៃ�ៃ។

សូុ�ជុំក្រុមាបិខែដុរថា �ុនន�ង�ន

ដុល់ការអ៊ឹនុតុតដោនះ កាល�ីរដោសុៀល

ថ្ងៃ�ៃអាទិីតុយ ទីី១៧ ខែ�តុុលា ឆំ្នាំ�២០២១ 

ដោ�អ៊ឹ�គនាយក�ា នអ៊ឹដោនាត ក្រុបិដោែសុន៍ 

ឯកឧតុត� នាយឧតុត�ដោសុនីយ៍ ដោ�ៀតុ 

ច័្ឆិនាថារទិិី អ៊ឹ�គនាយកអ៊ឹដោនាត ក្រុបិដោែសុន៍ 

�នអ៊ឹដោញ្ចូជ �ញដុ�កនា�កិចុ្ឆិក្រុបិជុុំ�បិនាា ន់�ួយ 

ដោដុ��បី�ស�ើ�ាយដោសុច្ឆិកីីជូុំនដុ�ណ៍� ង 

សុីី�ីលកខ�ណ៍ឌ ដោធិើ�ដុ�ដោណ៍� រ ការអ៊ឹនុែតុត

ែធិានសុុខាភិ្នំ�ល និងការដោធិើ�ច្ឆិតាត ឡីូស័ុ

កដោ�ក�ុុជា សុក្រុមាប់ិអំ៊ឹកដុ�ដោណ៍� រចូ្ឆិល

�កក�ុជុា ស្រាសុបិតា��នែងក្រុបិក្រុកតីុភា�

�ែដីោនះ ដុល់�ន្រ្តីនតនី�រ�លអ៊ឹដោនាត ក្រុបិដោែសុន៍ 

ខែដុលពាក់�័និ ជា�ិដោសុសុបុុិសុត�ន�រ�ល

ក្រុច្ឆិកទាើ រក្រុ��ខែដុន និងនាយក�ា នជុំ�នាញ 

ក្រុ�ប់ិក្រុ�ងបុុិសុត�ក្រុច្ឆិកទាើ រក្រុ��ខែដុន និងការ

�ីល់ទិី�ា ការ ឲ្យយ�នយល់ដុ�ង�ី

ដោគាលការណ៍៍�ែីរបិស់ុរាជុំរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល។

នាយឧតុត�ដោសុនីយ៍ ដោ�ៀតុ ច័្ឆិនាថា

រទិិី �នមានក្រុបិសាសុន៍ថា កិចុ្ឆិក្រុបិជុុំ�

ដោនះ�នរ�ួ�ិភាកា ដោល�ការដោបិ�ក

ដុ�ដោណ៍� រការដោឡូ�ងែញិ ខែដុលរាជុំរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល

អ៊ឹនុញ្ញាា តុ ឲ្យយអំ៊ឹកដុ�ដោណ៍� រចូ្ឆិល�កក�ុុជា 

ដោ�យមានលកខ�ណ៍ឌ �ែី ដូុច្ឆិដោនះដោដុ��បី

អ៊ឹនុែតុតឲ្យយ�នដោជា�ជ័ុំយនូែដោគាលការណ៍៍

�ែីរបិស់ុរាជុំរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល អ៊ឹ�គនាយក�ា ន

អ៊ឹដោនាត ក្រុបិដោែសុន៍ក្រុតូុែមានការ�ិភាកា 

រះិរកនូែនីតិុែធីីិ និងខែបិបិបិទីរបិស់ុ

អ៊ឹដោនាត ក្រុបិដោែសុន៍ និងចូ្ឆិលរ�ួគា�ក្រុទី ដោល�

ដោគាលការណ៍៍ របិស់ុរាជុំរ�ា ភិ្នំ�ល 

ដោ�យស្រាសុបិតា�ែធិានសុុខាភិ្នំ�ល 

និង�ស�ើ�ាយដោសុច្ឆិកីីជូុំនដុ�ណ៍� ងដោនះ 

ឲ្យយ�នទូីលាយ និង�ន្រ្តីនតីន�រ�ល

អ៊ឹដោនាត ក្រុបិដោែសុន៍ឲ្យយ�នក្រុជុំួតុក្រុជាបិ 

ដោដុ��បីកុ�ឲ្យយមានការរអាក់រអួ៊ឹល និង

មានការ�ុសុ�គង៕

ចាប់ខ្មៅ�ី�មអនុវ�ីម្លៃ�ៃខ្មៅនះ ! ល�េ�ណ្ឌិិខ្មៅ�ើ��ំខ្មៅណ្ឌិ�រសិក្រុ�ប់ចាប់ខ្មៅ�ី�មអនុវ�ីម្លៃ�ៃខ្មៅនះ ! ល�េ�ណ្ឌិិខ្មៅ�ើ��ំខ្មៅណ្ឌិ�រសិក្រុ�ប់
អុ��ំខ្មៅណ្ឌិ�រច្ូលម��មុ�ជា ក្រុសិបតាម�នៃងក្រុប��ីភាព�ែីអុ��ំខ្មៅណ្ឌិ�រច្ូលម��មុ�ជា ក្រុសិបតាម�នៃងក្រុប��ីភាព�ែី
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ទុីយនីសីុុ គាត់ុ និងក្រុ�ួសារ�ន�ែ ស់ុដោ�

ដោ�រដុា Maryland ។

ដោ�ទីីក្រុកុង Silver Spring កុំងទីសុស

ែតុសរឆំ៍្នាំ� ៨០ បិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន �នទីទួីលតួុនាទីី

ជាអំ៊ឹកដុ�កនា�សុហ��ន៍ខែ�ែរខែដុលកាន់

�ុទិីសាសុនា និងជុំនជាតិុអាដោ�រកិា�ង

ដោដុ��ក�ដោណ៍� តុអាសីុុ បិនតអ៊ឹស់ុ�ួយជីុំែតិុរបិស់ុ

គាត់ុ។ គាត់ុ�នចាប់ិដោ�ត��ដោ�យការជួុំយ

សុមាជិុំកក្រុ�ួសាររាប់ិសិុបិនាក់ និងក្រុបិជាជុំន

ខែ�ែរដុថ្ងៃទីដោទីៀតុដោធិើ�អ៊ឹដោនាត ក្រុបិដោែសុន៍ដោ�

សុហរដុាអាដោ�រកិកុំងក�ឡុូងដោ�លសុ�័យ

បិងាូរ��ដ៍ុរនិត់ុរបិស់ុខែ�ែរក្រុកហ�។ 

ដោក្រុកាយ�ក គាត់ុ�នជួុំយបិដោងា�តុែតុតក្រុ�ះ�ុទិី

សាសុនាខែ�ែរខែដុលមានទីីតា�ងដោ�ទីីក្រុកុង 

Colesville ។

ទីទួីល�នការខែតុងតា�ងជា�ណ៍�ក�ែការ

អ៊ឹភិ្នំ�លរដុា Maryland ទីទួីលបិនាុកកិចុ្ឆិការ

អាសីុុ�ុសីុុហើិក-អាដោ�រកិ ដោ�ឆំ្នាំ�១៩៩៨ 

បិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន ក៏ក្រុតូុែ�នដោក្រុជុំ�សុដោរ �សុដោ�ឆំ្នាំ�

ដុខែដុលដោនាះដោដុ��បអី៊ឹងគយុដោ�ដោល�ក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កា

អំ៊ឹកដោកាះដោ�អាសីុុ និង�ុសីុុហើកិ  សុក្រុមាប់ិ

នាយកក្រុបិតិុបិតុតិ Montgomery ថ្ងៃនរដុា 

Maryland ។ ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន ជាសុមា

ជិុំកក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាភិ្នំ�លថ្ងៃនក្រុកុ�ក្រុបិ�កាអ៊ឹនតរ

សាសុនា ដោ�កាត់ុថា (IFC) ថ្ងៃន   ទីីក្រុកុង

វុាសីុុនដោតាន។

ការង្ការរបិស់ុដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន សុក្រុមាប់ិ

ក្រុបិជាជុំនខែ�ែរ និង�ុទិីសាសុនិកជុំន ក៏ដូុច្ឆិជា

សុហ��ន៍អាសីុុជាទូីដោ� �ិនក្រុតុ��ខែតុមាន

សារ�សុ�ខាន់ទា�ងកុំងស្រាសុុក និងថំាក់ជាតិុ

បុុិដោណ្ឋាណ ះដោទី ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីនខែ��ទា�ងក្រុតូុែ

�នដោ�ទីទួីលសាគ ល់ជាអ៊ឹនតរជាតិុ�ងខែដុរ។ 

កុំងនា�ជាក្រុក�ុក្រុបិ�កាភិ្នំ�លថ្ងៃនដោសុវាក�ែ

សុនតិភា�សុកលសុហរដុា    អាដោ�រកិ ដោ�

កាត់ុថា (GPS) ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន�ន

រ�ួច្ឆិ�ខែណ៍កដុល់កិចុ្ឆិ�ិតុ��ក្រុបិ�ងខែក្រុបិងទូីទា�ង

�ិភ្នំ�ដោលាកកុំងនា�សុហ��ន៍អាសីុុ និង

ជុំនជាតិុអាដោ�រកិា�ងដោដុ��ក�ដោណ៍� តុអាសីុុ 

ក្រុ��ទា�ងការង្ការអ៊ឹនតរែបិបធិ�៌ និងសាសុនា

ខែដុលដោល�កសុាយួ និងការពារអំ៊ឹកកាន់ក្រុ�ះ�ុទិី

សាសុនា។

ដោល�សុ�ីដោនះ បិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន ជាអំ៊ឹកកាន់

ក្រុ�ះ�ុទិីសាសុនាអ៊ឹស់ុ�ួយជីុំែតិុ�នបិដោក្រុ��ការ

អ៊ឹស់ុរយ�ដោ�លជាង ២០ ឆំ្នាំ� កុំងនា�ជា

ក្រុបិធានសុមា��ក្រុ�ះ�ុទិីសាសុនាខែ�ែរដោ�

ែតុតក្រុ�ះ�ុទិីសាសុនាខែ�ែរដោ�ឯ ទីីក្រុកងុ Silver 

Spring ។ �ុនដោនាះគាត់ុ�នបិដោក្រុ��ការជា

អ៊ឹ�គដោលខាធិិការអ៊ឹស់ុរយ�ដោ�ល១០ឆំ្នាំ�។ 

កុំងដោ�ល�រណ៍ភា� គាត់ុ�ឺជាក្រុបិធាន 

Emeritus គាត់ុទីទួីល�ន�ុ�ង្ការដោនះដោ�

ឆំ្នាំ�២០១៨ ។

ដោទាះបីិគាត់ុរែល់�ុងណ្ឋាក៏ដោ�យ 

គាត់ុដោ�ខែតុរកដោ�លបិដោក្រុង�នសូុក្រុតុធិ�៌ និង

ដោ�ដោរៀនក្រុ�ះ�ុទិីសាសុនាដុល់យុែជុំនដោ�

ែតុត។ គាត់ុដោ�ខែតុសុក�ែដោ�កុំងសុហ��ន៍

របិស់ុគាត់ុរហូតុដុល់ដោ�លគាត់ុសាែ ប់ិ។

ក្រុ�ះដោតុជុំ�ុណ៍ អុុ៊ឹក ចាន់ហាន ក្រុ�ះដោ�

អ៊ឹធិិការែតុត�ុទីិកិារាមុា ជាែតុតក្រុ�ះ�ុទិីសាសុនា 

ទីីក្រុកុងដោ� Maryland មានសុងឹដីុកាថា 

“បិណ៍ឌិ តុសុុែណ៍ណ ទុីន �ឺជា�នុសុសដ៍ុកក្រុ�

មំាក់ខែដុលដោយ�ងទា�ងអ៊ឹស់ុគំា�ួរខែតុដោគារ� 

និងដុ�ង�ុណ៍។ គាត់ុ�នឧទីាសិុច្ឆិ�ដោណ៍ះដុ�ង

របិស់ុគាត់ុដោដុ��បកីសាងការង្ការ�នុសុសធិ�៌ 

និងការង្ការសុងគ� សុ�ខាន់ការបិដោក្រុង�នតា�

ខែបិបិក្រុ�ះ�ុទិីសាសុនា”។ “គាត់ុ�នដោធិើ�អ៊ឹើីៗ

ជាដោក្រុច្ឆិ�នដោច្ឆិញ�ីដោបិះដូុងរបិស់ុគាត់ុ”។

បិណ៍ឌិ តុទុីន �ឺជាកូនក្រុបុិសុខែតុមំាក់�ត់ុ

របិស់ុដោលាក�ុន ទុីន និងដោលាកស្រាសីុហ� 

�ុតុ �ុឌូ្ឍមុា ឳ�ុកមាត យដោលាកទា�ងសាែ ប់ិ

អ៊ឹស់ុដោហ�យ ។ គាត់ុ�នរស់ុរានមានជីុំែតិុ

ជា�ួយភ្នំរ�ិរបិស់ុគាត់ុ �ឺដោលាកស្រាសីុ យក់ 

បីុិនដោងុ្កា និងកូន៣នាក់ កូនស្រាសីុដោ�ែ ះ សុុ

�លី ទុីន និងកូនក្រុបុិសុដោ�ែ ះ ឡារ ីទុីន 

និងដោែជុំជបិណ៍ឌិ តុ សុុែណ៍ណរទិិី ទុីន បិងបិអូនស្រាសីុ

ដោ�ែ ះ នារ ីទុីន យន់ ទុីន និងសុុ�ុន ទុីន 

ក្រុ��ទា�ងដោ�៤នាក់ សាបីុិណ្ឋា មុាក់�ន

�ីក ខាលីក មុាក់�ន�ីក ដោជុំកសុុន ទុីន 

និងចាសុាីន ទុីន ។ គាត់ុ ក៏បិនសល់ទុីកនូែ

ភា�កតុតញ្ចូាូតា ទុីកខក្រុ�ួយ សុហ��ន៍ក្រុ�ួសារ 

�ិតុតភ្នំកតិ និង�ិតុតរ�ួការង្ការ�ងខែដុរ។

�ិធីិបុិណ៍យសុ�ន�ងក្រុតូុែដោរៀបិច្ឆិ�ដោឡូ�ង

ចាប់ិ�ីថ្ងៃ�ៃក្រុ�ហសុបតុ�ទីី១៤ ខែ�តុុលា និង

បិនតរហូតុដុល់ថ្ងៃ�ៃដោ�រ ៍ទីី១៦ ខែ�តុុលា ដោ�

ែតុតក្រុ�ះ�ុទិីសាសុនាខែ�ែរ ដោ�ទីីក្រុកុង Silver 

Spring ។ �ា ភ្នំៀីអាច្ឆិក្រុតូុែ�នដោ�ៀ� និងការ

បិរចុិា�ចូ្ឆិលបុិណ៍យដោដុ��បសីុ�ខែដុងការច្ឆិងចា�

ដោលាកបិណ៍ឌិ តុសុុែណ៍ណ ទុីន �កកាន់ែតុតខែ�ែរ 

តា�អាសុយ�ា ន �ែូែដោល� ១៣៨០០ New 

Hampshire Avenue ក្រុកុង Silver Spring 

MD ២០៩០៤ ។

�័ត៌ុមានបិខែនថ�អាច្ឆិរក�នតា� http://

bit.ly/SovanTunMemorial
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